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THEORY AND THEORIZATION

Evolution of Management Theories
管理理论的演进
❑

Theories offer explanation and understanding about puzzling phenomena in our natural and social worlds.
Great theories are simple, accurate, general, practical, instrumental, and predictive. A theory generally
constitutes what, how, why and when/where/who. A theory is a heart that explains puzzles, guides
propositions and analysis, enlightens complex practices, and predicts related phenomenon in new contexts

❑

理论为自然及社会科学中种种令人困惑的现象提供了解释。好的理论简单准确，同时具有通用性、实用性、引导性和预
测性。一个理论通常由几个元素组成，包括 what, how, why 等。理论是解释难题、推导假设、启发实践、以及预测相关
现象的关键

❑

Most theories in management and organization were developed from 1950s to 1980s after World War II, a
period of rapid industrialization and growth of the American and European economies:

❑

多数管理学和组织学理论是在二战后的五十年代到八十年代发展形成的。这一时期正伴随着工业化的快速发展和欧美经
济体的迅速崛起
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Edith Penrose (1959)’s theory of the firm growth “企业成长理论”
Herbert Simon (1957)’s bounded rationality view “有限理性观”
Alfred Chandler (1962)’s strategy-structure alignment theory “战略结构匹配理论”
John Adams (1963)’s equity theory “公平理论”
Cyert and March (1963)’s behavioral theory of the firm “企业行为理论”
Lawrence and Lorsch (1967)’s contingency theory “权变理论”
John Child (1972)’s strategic choice theory “战略选择理论”
Katz and Kahn (1976)’s open system view “开放系统理论”
Hannan and Freeman (1977)’s organizational ecology theory “组织生态理论”
Aldrich and Herker (1977)’s boundary spanning theory “边界跨越理论”
Pfeffer and Salancik (1978)’s resource dependence theory “资源依赖理论”
Tushman and Nadler (1978)’s information processing theory “信息加工理论”
Richard Scott (1987)’s and DiMaggio and Powell (1983)’s institutional theory “制度理论”
Levitt and March (1988)’s organizational learning theory “组织学习理论”
Wernerfelt (1984) and Barney (1991)’s RBV “资源基础观”
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But slow down since then
❑

We witnessed theoretic development in early 90s as well – Dynamic capability theory, option theory, loose-coupling theory, coevolution theory, co-opetition theory, network theory, KBV, etc.

❑

我们也见证了九十年代初期的理论发展，例如动态能力理论、期权理论、松散耦合理论、共同演进
理论、竞合理论、网络理论、以及知识基础观等等。

❑

However, theory development has stalled since mid-90s. Most theory building work since then involves expanding (add new mediators
or moderators), qualifying (test boundary conditions of) or verifying (e.g., curvilinear form) existing theories

❑

自那之后管理理论的发展相对滞缓。大多数理论建设工作停留在扩展（如加入新的中介变量或调节变量），
限定（检验边界条件），或验证（例如检验曲线效应）现有理论的阶段。

❑

New contextual studies, such as China-based, also mostly apply existing Western theories in a highly different context

❑

关于新的管理情境的研究（例如基于中国的研究），依然大量使用现有的西方理论。

❑

Management field in the West may have reached a stage of paradigm maturity. But the novel and rich context of China, together with a
sheer size of industrialization, marketization, urbanization, privatization, and digitization unfolding in China, should provide sufficient
insights, whether theoretic, practical, puzzle or questions, for scholars to develop new theories and perspectives

❑

西方的管理学领域已经达到范式相对成熟的阶段。但是，中国新颖独特而丰富的情境，伴随着工业化、市
场化、城镇化、私有化、国际化、和信息化的进程，将为管理学者发展新理论和新观点提供极好的机会和
依托。
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管理 理论东西方比较
西方：准确性、思辩性、严谨性较强

WHAT

HOW

通用性
引导性
预测性
逻辑性
可持久性
可验证性

WHY

WHERE/WHEN/WHO

东方：哲理性、隐喻性、思想性较强

我们缺了什么
What are we lacking
❑

❑

❑

❑

❑

❑

We lack sufficient attention and observation of real business problems - Great earlier minds were sharp observers of real business
problems of their times – e.g., Taylor (1911) observed much inefficiency; Cyert and March (1963) observed complex organizations often
having conflicting goals; Ouchi (1981) observed the rising Japanese economic power in the late 70s and sought to identify different
management approaches
首先，我们缺乏对真正商业实践的足够关注和观察。早期伟大的学者都是那个时代真正商业实践的深刻观察家。例如
Taylor(1911) 观察到效率缺失的问题；Cyet and March(1963) 观察到复杂的组织通常具有自相矛盾的目标；Ouchi(1981)观
察到日本经济力量在七十年代后期的崛起，并试图发现不同的管理视角。
We lack tight research-practice coupling. The motivation to develop theories is not to simply satisfy the curiosity of researchers but to
find solutions to solve management problems or guide business growth or efficiency. Many early theorists (and even practitioners like
Alfred Sloan) had considerable experience working in companies. Most of our junior faculty and doctoral students, including those in
US, don’t have such experience
我们缺乏学术研究和商业实践之间的紧密结合。理论的发展不应该仅仅满足研究者的好奇心，更应该为真正管理问题寻找解决
方法。很多早期的理论家（甚至是像Alfred Sloan这样的实战家）都具备丰富的实践经验。然而当今很多年轻学者和博士生往往
没有这样的经验，在美国也不例外。
We lack an unconfined intellectual environment. There was no existing theory or literature to limit one’s imagination in early years, and
scholars were able to follow their hearts, imagination and creation. Prior literature can be a guide or a blinder, and reviewers/editors
can be a helper or hamper
我们缺乏一个不受限制或拘束的知识环境。早年因为存在的理论较少，不会限制人们的想象力，学者们能够遵从他们的内心，
发挥想象和创造。而如今，大量的现有理论是一把双刃剑，既提供指引又蒙蔽双眼。同样，文献回顾可以提供帮助也可能阻碍
思想。

❑
❑

We lack a fair and theory-promoting review system with right “rules of game”
我们缺乏一个能真正促进理论发展的好的评审体系及游戏规则。

❑

We lack an unconstrained institutional environment recognizing contributions to theory and practice. Incremental and literature
review-based empirical pieces are a shortcut to get published, ceteris paribus. Rewarding, promotion and funding often work
advantageously toward such shortcut strategies due to procedural easiness and evaluative objectivity (e.g., UTD and FT lists)
我们缺乏一个无拘束的、能够认识到什么才是真正对理论和实践有贡献的制度环境。发表基于文献综述且贡献较弱的实证文章
似乎成为一条捷径。然而奖励、晋升、科研经费往往都避不开这条捷径，因为它在程序上较易操作。

❑
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理论研究的窘境
Dilemmas we face

❑

We have more puzzles and problems to study today, but we fail to deliver impactful and indigenous Chinese management theories

❑

今天，我们有更多的问题和困惑值得研究，但真正有影响力的新理论、新视角却很少。

❑

We have more management and business journals (national, regional and international) and published a larger number of empirical
top-tier journal articles, but few of them are theoretic masterpieces

❑

今天，我们有更多的管理和商业学术期刊，也有更多的实证文章，但是罕有理论的杰作出现。

❑

We have more faculty and doctoral candidates than ever before, but we are making less impactful contributions to theory and less
contributions to practice

❑

今天，我们有比过去任何时候都多的教授和博士生，但我们对理论和实践的真正贡献却很不足。

❑

We have more funding and research centers than ever before and than elsewhere, but our academic reputation, especially quality,
perceived by practitioners, policy makers, consultants, and peer scholars is disproportionately weak

❑

今天，我们有比任何时候、任何地方都更多的科研经费和研究中心，但是我们的学术声誉和学术质量却没
有得到同等程度的提升。

❑

We see a substantial growth concerning top-tier appearance, but citations per scholar and citations per article
remain extremely low (HK model)

❑

今天，我们看到在顶级学术期刊上的发表量大幅增长，但是学者的人均引用量以及每篇文章的平均引用量
却很低。
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可能的解决之道
How to solve dilemmas
❑

Rethink the American model and its “rules of game”. In fact, HBR, SMR, CMR and former AME are a better fit to what we need

❑

重新思考美国模式及其游戏规则。事实上，《哈佛商业评论》、《斯隆商业评论》等模式很适合中国的需
要。

❑

Establish China’s Academy of Management with its own flagship journal(s) that foster Chinese management research and Chinese
theory development that is more (a) practice-relevant (b) problem or puzzle-solving (c) international influential and (d) instrumental to
management research for other emerging markets

❑

考虑建立类似于美国管理学会的中国管理学学会，打造旗舰期刊，推动中国管理研究和中国管理理论发展，
使其更加（1）与实践相关；（2）解决问题和困惑；（3）具有国际影响力；（4）对其他新兴市场的管理
研究起到引导性的作用。

❑

Organize more theory-focused special conferences, symposium and workshops as platforms for Chinese management theory
development

❑

组织更多聚焦中国特色管理理论的专题会议、研讨会、和工作坊，为中国管理理论发展搭建平台。

❑

Remove publications in some widely perceived low-quality or even negative journals from recognition (C and below)

❑

停止那些普遍认为质量低下甚至有负影响的期刊发表（C及以下）。

❑

Engage more actively with business and policy-making community to identify common issues and explore ways to jointly achieved
shared key objectives

❑

加强与企业及政策部门的管理理论共同研究，确定共同问题，探索合作方式，实现共同目标。
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可能的解决之道
How to solve dilemmas
❑

Puzzle-driven approach – Identify real-business puzzles, questions and practices that have potential to develop into a Chinese
management theory, deductively and inductively

❑

困惑驱动式：探索现实或实践中的真正困惑和问题，并通过演绎和归纳的方式融入进中国管理理论的发展

❑

Philosophical approach – Chinese Confucianism, Taoism, Militarism, Legalism, Eclecticism, and Buddhism provide a number of
grounding philosophies we can use to augment and support new theories

❑

哲学引导式：中国的儒家、道家、兵家、法家、杂家、佛家等为我们提供了大量可用来支持和加强新理论
构建的基础哲学思想

❑

Typological and categorical approach – China’s environments, markets, organizations and strategies are often complex enough that
mandates typology or categorization, which itself has potential to contribute to theory

❑

分类式：中国的环境、市场、组织、战略往往极其复杂，需要通过类型学和分门别类的方式构建理论

❑

Framework approach – Develop applied theories that serve as analytical frameworks (e.g., Porter’s way), which can be used by
practitioners, consultants, lecturers and students

❑

框架式：构建可以作为分析框架的应用型理论（例如波特的理论），可以为实践者、咨询业、学术界所用

❑

Comparative approach – Comparative insights (e.g., with developed, BRICS, mini-dragons and other emerging economies) are long
awaited, with potential contributing to both theory and practice/policy making

❑

比较式：通过对比（例如与发达国家、金砖四国、亚洲四小龙、和其他新兴经济体的对比），对理论和实
践找出比较式的发现和建言

❑

Metaphoric approach – Chinese ancient philosophies and doctrines are often metaphoric – simple, general and practical – which can be
an excellent form of developing a Chinese management theory (e.g., water)

❑

隐喻式：中国古代哲学和思想擅长运用隐喻，隐喻具有简单、适用性强、实用性强的特点。隐喻是发展中
国管理理论的一种很好的方式（例如“水”）
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Pushing Frontiers
• Topically
frontier &
interesting

• Theoretically
driven &
advancing

Novel

Progressive

Boundary
Crossing

Wide
Audience

Insightful
• Empirically
verifiable

Doable
• Practically
relevant
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Always motivating

▪
▪
▪

Attractively
AND Fairly

▪
▪
▪

What is the key objective of the study?
Does this objective address some gap in the field
or why do we study this?
Which theoretical logic do you use to underpin
your theoretical model and propositions?
How useful and contributive is the study?
How do you deliver the said contribution?
What is the study’s conceptual and empirical
boundaries (e.g., settings) and to what extent
your key results are generalizable to other
settings?

Clearly AND
Succinctly
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Contributing Theoretically

Clear
Parsimonious
In-depth

Concept
(what)

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Relationship
(how)

Logic (why)

Define
Delineate
Delve

Forms of Theoretical Contribution
Conceptual
New perspective
Modifying/clarifying
Expansive OR
Integrative
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Be SWOTer

Scientist

Thinker

Impactful
Scholar

Writer

Observer
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Excel in CHINA

Cooperative

Absorptive

Notable

Hardworking

Intelligent
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Be NICE

Navigator

Efficient

Impactful
Scholar

Integrity

Communicator
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Be NICE again

Novel

Exquisite

Impactful
Scholar

Insighful

Clear
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IB THEORIES

IB Theories
19
Early Theories
(60-70s)
Monopolistic
advantage (Hymer,
Caves, Aliber)
Product life cycle
(Vernon)
Uppsala Model
(Johanson & Vahlne)
Liability of Foreignness
(Hymer, Zaheer 95)

Adolescence Period
(80-90s)
Eclectic paradigm /OLI
(Dunning)
Internalization
(Rugman, Buckley, Verbeke)

Internationalization
process/Learning

TCE

Institutions
(Kostova, Peng, Luo, et al)

Global co-opetition
(Brandenburger & Nalebuff,
Luo, et al)

BOP/Global CSR
(Prahalad, et al)

(Buckley, Casson, Hennart, etc)

Knowledge/Competence/
Capability (Kogut & Zander,
Prahalad & Hamel, et al)

Political behavior/
Bargaining power (Kobrin,
Boddewyn, Wells, et al)

FDI Theories

Extension Period
(2000-present)

MNE Theories

Dynamic capability &
transfer (Teece, Tallman,
Doz, et al)

Cooperative political
strategies
(Hitt, Hillman, Luo, et al)

IB Theories

IB Theories (continued)
20
Early Theories
(60-70s)
Monopolistic
advantage (Hymer,
Caves, Aliber)

Adolescence Period
(80-90s)
Culture & cultural distance
(Hofstede, Adler, Kogut & Singh,
Shenkar, Tung, et al)

IJVs
Product life cycle
(Vernon)

(Beamish, Contractor, et al)

International diversification

Extension Period
(2000-present)
Disaggregation and offshoring
(Lewin, Contractor, Pedersen, et al)

GSA/Cooperative
strategy/networks
(Kim, Inkpen, Luo, Shenkar, et al)

(Kim, Hitt, Beamish, et al)

Uppsala Model
(Johanson & Vahlne)
Liability of Foreignness
(Hymer, Zaheer 95)

I-R & Parent-Subsidiary
(Ghoshal & Bartlett, Prahalad & Doz,
Birkinshaw, et al)

INV/Born Global
(Oviatt & McDougall, Zahra e al)

MNEs in EM
(Khanna, Klaus, Luo, et al)

EM MNEs
(Luo & Tung, Cuervo-Cazurra,
Ramamurti, et al)

Real Option
(Kogut, Chi, et al)

FDI Theories

MNE Theories

IB Theories

Early IB Theories
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Early IB Theories
22
▪ Internationalization process/Uppsala model
▪

The model focuses on: (1) the gradual acquisition, integration and use of knowledge about foreign markets and
operations, (2) the Incrementally Increasing commitments to foreign markets and (3) firms tend to enter markets
with successively greater psychic distance, in most cases greater geographical distance

▪

The firm tends to gradually increase its involvement in a specific foreign market, with a sequential and successive
process is followed from no export, to export via agents, to establishment of overseas subsidiaries, to overseas
production. The stages both represent the increasing resources commitment and accumulated market experience

▪

A evolutionary process involves following key parameters:
▪
▪
▪
▪

Market Knowledge: General Knowledge (Marketing methods, Common characteristics of customers) and Market Specific
Knowledge (Business culture, Climate, characteristics of customer firms and their personnel)
Market Commitment - Amount of resources: size of investment (marketing, organization, personnel)
Degree of commitment (Difficulties in finding alternative use for the committed resources and transferring them into the
alternative one)
Commitment Decisions: In response to perceived opportunities and problems on a specific market; The economic effect
(Economies of Scale), and Uncertainty effect

Early IB Theories
Liability of Foreignness

23

▪

Hymer coined LOF in his dissertation in 1960 – which concerns extra costs incurred by a company once it enters a foreign market,
which a local firm would not incur, on account of investing, operating, and managing in the foreign country's task and institutional
environment

▪

Most FDI/MNE theorists agree/assume that foreign subsidiaries are at a disadvantage relative to domestic firms with respect to
some aspects of doing business in host countries. Although Hymer’s definition of the liability of foreignness (LOF) seems
rudimentary, the concept has helped us to better understand behaviors, decisions, and policies of MNEs during international
expansion

▪

As a direct consequence, such additional costs result in a competitive disadvantage for a foreign firm. Cost here is the generic
term meaning not only various costs but also "foreignness"-induced hazards and uncertainties that obstruct earning generations.
LOF-derived costs may come from spatial distance (e.g., transportation cost), cultural distance (e.g., adaptation cost), and
institutional distance (e.g., costs for organizational legitimacy)

▪

LOF-derived uncertainties and hazards may come from the host country industrial environment (supplier, buyer, competitor, and
distributor) and institutional environment (legal, regulatory, political, sociocultural, and economic). MNEs face costs arising from
the unfamiliarity of the environment, from cultural, political, and economic differences, and from the need for coordination across
geographic distance, among other factors

Early IB Theories
Liability of Foreignness

24

▪

LOF is consistent with TCE, rooted in Coase’s (1937) framework for assessing transactions of firms, recognized that transaction
costs are greater for foreign firms than for their domestic counterparts because of their foreignness

▪

Two competing arguments to overcome liability and compete successfully: (a) Internalization Theory -Subunits need firm-specificadvantages, in the form of organizational or managerial capabilities and (b) Institutional Theory - Subunits are most likely to
attend to the demands of their local, host country environments. Their practices will become similar to successful local firms

▪

Yet, LOF scholars argue that although foreign subsidiaries try to adapt to host country environments, the tacit, country-specific
nature of institutional norms makes it difficult for outsiders to identify and understand social and cultural norms shaping accepted
organizational practices

▪

Consequently, even if accepted organizational practices are identified, this lack of understanding makes it difficult to successfully
implement these accepted local practices

▪

More recent LOF research answers offensive and defensive responses to overcoming LOF, especially in foreign emerging
economies

Further readings on early IB theories
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2.
3.
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5.
6.
7.
8.
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Hymer, S.H. 1976. The international operations of national firms: A study of direct foreign investment. Cambridge, MA:
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Further readings on early IB theories
26
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OLI/Eclectic Paradigm
27

▪ It is a combined framework that explains why MNEs exist:
▪

Ownership advantage (i.e. superior productivity), or later called FSA, that allows a firm to overcome the costs of
operating in a foreign country. It refers to the competitive advantages of the enterprises seeking to engage in foreign
direct investment (FDI)

▪

Location advantage, or later called CSA, is the comparative advantage of nations where MNEs enter, invest and operate.
It entails cost advantage, market advantage, resource advantage, and regulatory advantage

▪

Internalization advantage –There are advantages that arise from internalizing inputs rather than selling them to a
foreign producer for the production of those goods. Without that advantage much of direct foreign investment would be
replaced by the international transaction of resources on a contractual basis between independent buyers and sellers

▪

Dunning acknowledged that (1) OLI variable identified by the eclectic paradigm is well grounded in economic o
organizational theory. For example: the L variables (labor costs, tariff barriers…); (2) the purpose of the eclectic
paradigm is not to offer a full explanation of all kinds of international production, but rather a satisfactory explanation

OLI Paradigm

NEW OLI ADVANTAGES IN A DIGITAL AGE
-

Digital Technologies
Digital Platforms
Digital Architecture

Organizational Aspect
of Digital Connectivity
Digital Intelligence
Orchestration
Digital Innovation
Digital Resilience & Agility

Conventional OLI Advantages
Ownership advantage
Location advantage
Internalization advantage

Entry and digital mode
Timing of FDI
Country selection
Product portfolio

Technical Aspect
of Digital Connectivity

International Entry Strategies

Distance matters less
Incremental commitment matters less
Path dependence matters less

Internationalization Process

New OLI Advantages
Openness advantage
Linkage advantage
Integration advantage

Transaction Cost Theory (TCE) in IB
30
▪

MNEs thrive when they are more efficient than markets and contracts in organizing interdependencies between
agents located in different countries. In a non-perfect market (external uncertainty or externalities, economic
agent’s bounded rationality, moral hazards, and opportunism), internal market is a superior governance choice for
MNEs

▪

Internalization theory is related to transaction cost theory through common dependence on the seminal work of
Ronald Coase. Transaction cost theory typically attributes market imperfections to bounded rationality,
opportunism and ‘lock in’, whilst internalization theory emphasizes asymmetric information and weaknesses in
property rights

▪

The internal firm-specific problem of governing knowledge remain as valid and important today. Transaction costs
associated with internal knowledge transfers may be low but the value of this knowledge abroad may also be very
limited if not connected with complementary assets, external linkages and learning capabilities in subsidiaries

▪

TCE provides a powerful lens to study the institutions that organize international inter-dependencies, and
especially MNEs. TCE can predict which types of international interdependencies are likely to be internalized by
MNEs and that this explains the types of MNEs observed in practice

Transaction Cost Theory (TCE) in IB
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▪

TCE offers a persuasive explanation of why and when MNEs are the most efficient institution to organize international
interdependencies. FDI/transaction attributes such as asset specificity, external and internal uncertainty, and
transaction frequency widely apply in IB

▪

IB governance and entry mode choice research is built principally on TCE. TCE has served as the overriding
perspective to theorize entry mode choice and, accordingly, transaction cost-related covariates have been recognized
as the major determinants of entry mode decision

▪

Asset specificity, uncertainty, and free-riding risk have been overwhelmingly studied as the core attributes of a
transaction, the leading exchange conditions, and the primary determinants of cost efficiency of a governance choice
(Williamson, 1979, 1985, 1991, 1996)

▪

The key consideration of TCE lies in cost minimization in selecting governance forms that are “mechanisms of
exchange”. Firms adopt governance forms that minimize the sum of transaction costs. If transaction costs are low, a
rational firm will prefer its transactions to be governed by the market. However, if the costs of adaptation,
performance monitoring, and safeguarding against opportunistic behavior are too high, the firm will prefer an
internal governance structure such as a wholly-owned subsidiary or a dominant joint venture

▪

Internal and external uncertainty compels firms to choose a flexible entry mode rather than an ownership-based
entry mode. TCE also suggests that higher control modes are more efficient where the potential for “free-riding” is
higher

For review, see Zhao, H., Luo, Y. & Suh, T. 2004. Transaction cost determinants and entry mode choice: A meta-analytical
review. Journal of International Business Studies, 35(6): 524-544.

Political Behavior Theory
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▪

Political behavior refers to the acquisition, development, securing and use of power in relation to other
entities. It is a means for achieving strategic objectives, and it complements economic behavior.

▪

Political behavior is an intrinsic part of IB behavior, not a complement or alternative to economic
behavior. The existence of sovereignties together with the concomitant assertion of government controls
and of business devices to avoid or exploit them, that distinguished international from domestic business
in (a) inability to enforce rights across borders and (b) firms have more political options.

▪

It is more realistic to assume that the sovereignty of states is variable and international firms manage it as
a factor of production or set of agents in the pursuit of their strategic objectives.

▪

Governments should be viewed as another factor of production or sets of agents that international firms
need. The political intermediate products generated by governments do not necessarily constitute a given;
they are often a taken or a kept that requires political action. These intermediate products are often for
sale and can be bought because there is a market for them.

Political Behavior Theory
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▪

Political behavior can be a source of efficiency, market power and legitimacy

▪

Firms can act politically to reduce costs, work with governments to reduce/create barriers to competition,
and enhance legitimacy by contributing to national goals.

▪

Forms and intensities of IB political behavior affect and are affected by the firm’s strategic choices of such
factors as resources, competitive methods, and geographic operating areas

▪

Political competencies extend well beyond the intelligence, access, and bargaining skills previously
mentioned. Political competencies can be developed internally or externally, but external acquisition also
relies on the existence of political markets

▪

One must distinguish between political competencies that are specific to a locale and those that are
amenable to learning. More attention must be paid to the process of political-strategy formation and how
political behavior affects organizational structures and processes.

FORMS AND INTENSITY OF POLITICAL BEHAVIOR

Managing Government
Relationships

Compliance and Avoidance

Conflictual

(Hierarchical-authority view)

(Governments seek rents)

Partnership

Low strategic salience/

Actions have high strategic salience

lack resources to challenge

Both see zero-sum

(Positive-sum game view States are
willing to correct

Avoid when benefits exceed costs

Each has power

Each see positive-sum
Each has resources
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Political Behavior Theory
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▪

Traditional bargaining models of MNC-host government relations assume that MNC entry into
developing countries involves negotiations on a case-by-case basis, with the actual entry conditions
depending on the bargaining power of the two sides, which, in turn, depends on their respective strengths

▪

Relations between multinational corporations (MNCs) and host governments in developing countries
have changed from being "predominantly adversarial and confrontational to being non-adversarial and
cooperative

▪

Two-tier bargaining model:

▪

Building blocks of MNE-govt:
▪
▪
▪
▪

Economic complementarity
Social accommodation
Organizational credibility
Cultural adaptation

Organizational Legitimacy View
36
▪

Most definitions of organizational legitimacy refer to the appropriateness or alignment of a subject in the
context of a social system.

▪

Organizational legitimacy: the acceptance of the organization by its environment. Three sets of factors
that shape organizational legitimacy:
▪

▪
▪

▪

The environment's institutional characteristics
The organization's characteristics
The legitimation process: by which the environment builds its perceptions of the organization

The legitimacy of the MNE as a whole is the acceptance and/or approval of the MNE (not necessarily of
any particular subunit) by its legitimating environment. Global “meta-environment”:
▪

▪
▪

All of home and host country institutional environments
Supranational institutions, such as global media (Financial Times or CNN)
Global activist groups (e.g., Greenpeace)

▪

MNE and subunit legitimacies are interrelated (but not simply the average of subunit’s legitimacy)

▪

Distinguish between the legitimacy of an MNE and two proximal concepts:
▪
▪

Overcoming entry barriers: lack of legitimacy may act as a barrier to entry, legitimacy issues go beyond market entry
and can become salient at any point in a company's history
Cultural adaptation: although may contribute to its legitimacy, it is neither a necessary nor a sufficient condition for
legitimacy

Organizational Legitimacy View
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▪

Multiple domains of the institutional environment:

▪

Three kind of institutions: Regulatory pillar; The cognitive pillar: being consistent with established
cognitive structures in society; The normative pillar: domain of social values, the degree of cultural
support for an organization

▪

Legitimacy spillovers
▪

▪

▪

Under conditions of bounded rationality, people's judgments about particular events are affected by their judgments
about similar events that fall into the same cognitive category
MNE subunits will face a greater challenge in establishing and maintaining legitimacy when the MNE as a whole or
any of its other subunits experiences legitimacy problems; similarly, the MNE as a whole will also face a greater
challenge in maintaining legitimacy if any of its subunits experiences legitimacy problems
The extent of the challenge faced by an MNE or an MNE subunit in establishing and maintaining its legitimacy will be
negatively (positively) related to the legitimacy of other organizations belonging to the same organizational classes;
these legitimacy spillover effects will be particularly strong for MNE subunits at the time of entry into a new host
country

For review, see Tatiana Kostova, Kendall Roth & M. Tina Dacin. 2008: Institutional Theory in the Study of Multinational
Corporations: A Critique and New Directions, AMR, 33(4)

KBV in IB
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Knowledge-based view
▪

▪

▪

▪

A principal belief is that the primary advantage that a firm brings to foreign markets is its
possession of superior knowledge (knowledge underlying technology, production, marketing or
other activities)
Firms define a community in which there exists a body of knowledge regarding how to
cooperate and communicate. Firms are efficient means by which knowledge is created and
transferred. In this sense, what determines what a firm does is not the failure of a market, but
the firm's efficiency in this process of transformation relative to other firms.
It is the difference in knowledge and the embedded capabilities between the creator and the
users (possessed with complementary skills) which determine the firm boundary, not market
failure itself.
Knowledge attributes:
▪
▪
▪

▪

Knowledge Codifiability: Extent to which the knowledge has been articulated in documents
Knowledge Teachability: The ease by which know-how can be taught to new worker
Knowledge Complexity: The number of critical and interacting elements embraced by an entity or activity

Knowledge codifiability and teachability deemed to be negatively related to the choice of
transfer to wholly owned subsidiaries; complexity should be positively related

KBV in IB
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Knowledge-based view
▪

National subsidiaries carry out different tasks in the different processes through which
innovations are created and institutionalized
▪
▪
▪

First, they can develop and adopt new products, processes, or administrative systems locally (Creation)
Second, the subsidiaries may be required to adopt innovations developed by the parent company, or a central R&D
(Adoption)
Third, subsidiaries may also be required to diffuse their local innovations to the parent company or to other
subsidiaries (Diffusion)

See Kogut, Bruce and Zander, Udo. (1993) ‘Knowledge of the Firm and the Evolutionary Theory of the Multinational
Corporation’, Journal of International Business Studies 24(4): 625-645.

Global Integration-Local Responsiveness (I-R) Paradigm
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▪

The integration-responsiveness framework was originally developed by Prahalad and Doz (1987) and Bartlett & Ghoshal (1989). It
emphasizes the importance an MNE gives to global integration (or standardization) and local responsiveness (or adaptation) of
subsidiary operations

▪

This paradigm suggests that MNEs need to simultaneously undertake two salient imperatives: Global integration refers to the
coordination of activities across countries in an attempt to build efficient operations networks and take maximum advantages of
similarities across locations; Local responsiveness concerns the attempt to respond to specific needs within a variety of host
countries

▪

MNEs can choose to emphasize on dimension over another or compete in both dimensions, resulting in three basic strategies –
Multidomestic, Transnational (hybrid), and Global (Integrated)

▪

International expansion requires coordinating subsidiary activities across national boundaries. The dual imperatives of global
integration and loical responsiveness become more critical than ever as global competition intensifies. Still, the degree of
integration and responsiveness also varies across subsidiaries of the same MNE

▪

An MNE consists of a group of geographically dispersed, goal-disparate organizations that include its headquarters, regional
offices or hubs, and different subsidiaries abroad. Foreign subsidiaries must be differentiated enough to successfully confront local
cultures, markets, regulations and business practices. But this flexibility must be accommodated within a structure that will
provide maximum contribution to corporate performance

▪

MNEs must maintain a system of integration that maximizes the benefits from internalization while allowing various subsidiaries
the necessary flexibility to adapt to their particular environments

See Prahalad, C.K. and Doz, Y. 1987. The multinational mission: Balancing local demands and global vision. New York: Free Press
Bartlett, C.A. and Ghoshal, S. 1989. Managing across borders. Boston, MA: Harvard Business School Press

Global Integration-Local Responsiveness (I-R) Paradigm
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▪

Parent-subsidiary relationship is a part of the I-R paradigm. The MNE subsidiary is an organizational unit outside of the MNE’s
home country that combines ﬁrm-speciﬁc advantages (FSAs) of the MNE with country-speciﬁc advantages (CSAs) of the local
environment

▪

Subsidiaries manage portfolios of activities and resources. Some of these resources are speciﬁc to the subsidiary and known in the
literature as subsidiary-speciﬁc advantages or subsidiary-specific capabilities

▪

Subsidiaries are distinguished through their multiple embeddedness (internal and external variances). Multiple embeddedness
implies that the subsidiary is shaped by the role it has been assigned within the global strategy of its parent MNE. Subsidiary roles
vary in terms of their motivations of establishment, their mandates and objectives, and thus their relevant performance criteria

▪

The ﬁrst typology arises from the classic work on the theory of the MNE, in which John Dunning (1993) distinguished four types of
motives for MNEs to establish foreign subsidiaries: market seeking, efﬁciency seeking, natural resource seeking, and strategic
asset seeking. Other typologies include (1) Contributor, satellite, specialist, partner; (2) autonomous, receptive, and active; (3)
global innovator, integrated player, implementer, and local innovator; (4) strategic leader, contributor, implementer, and black hole

See Gupta, A. and Govindarajan, V. 1991. Knowledge flows and the structure of control within multinational corporations. Academy of Management Review,
16(4) 768-792
Jarillo J.C. and Martinez, J. 1990. Different roles for subsidiaries: The case of multinational corporations in Spain. SMJ, 11(7): 501-512
Roth, K. and Morrison, A.J. 1992. Implementing global strategy: Characteristics of global subsidiary mandates. JIBS, 23(4): 715-736

Real Options Theory in IB
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▪

Many IB strategic decisions involve real options logic, for example, the timing and scale of foreign entry and exit, the
mode of entry and governance form, and MNE switching flexibility

▪

There is a strong fit between ROT and IB due to at least two reasons. First, IB provides an ideal context for applications
of ROT because uncertainty and irreversibility, the core concepts of ROT, feature prominently in FDI. Second, both
ROT and IB have economics roots

Real Options Theory in IB
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▪

A real option is a right or discretion to take an action that bears strong future implications with regard to a tangible or intangible
asset (e.g., expanding or divesting an existing production facility, acquiring a partner’s ownership share, or switching production
across subsidiaries in a multinational network)

▪

Unlike a financial option where the exercise price is specified in the contract, the exercise prices associated with many real options
are not precisely known ex ante (e.g., the future cost of building a new manufacturing plant in a foreign country) and sometimes
are negotiated ex post (e.g., the price for acquiring a JV partner’s stake)

▪

The discretion in taking an action to acquire, dispose of, or alter an asset based on new information received in the future
constitutes a form of managerial flexibility. The value of a real option derives from such flexibility and can be affected by three sets
of antecedents: uncertainty, irreversibility, and risk of early expiration (the likelihood that the opportunity to gain from the
action may disappear early or substantially diminish due to an event like a regulatory change)

▪

A key insight of ROT is that the level and type of uncertainty influence the timing and scale of investment and divestment,
contingent on irreversibility and risk of early expiration and competitive preemption

▪

Exogenous uncertainty allows the firm to obtain new useful information without taking a specific action that entails investment in
time, effort or money, whereas endogenous uncertainty requires a costly action for new, useful information to accrue. Whereas
exogenous uncertainty implies passive learning, endogenous uncertainty requires costly active learning

▪

Much of ROT-based analysis can be viewed as a tradeoff between flexibility and commitment. Every option represents a form of
flexibility and its exercise constitutes a commitment that is costly to reverse

See review: Chi, T., Li, J., Trigeorgis, L. & Tsekrekos, A. 2019. Real options theory in international business. JIBS, 50: 525-553.

DYNAMIC CAPABILITY THEORY IN IB
Conceptual Property
▪ Plural
▪ Combinative
▪ Dynamic
▪ Idiosyncratic

Conceptual Limitations
▪ Vague
▪ Big tent
▪ Abstract
▪ Tautological

Methodological challenges
Action challenges

Dynamic capabilities in internationalization
▪

Increased Complexity
▪
▪

▪

More Players
▪
▪

▪

Complex and heterogeneous markets
Achieving multiple often competing needs
Headquarters, global hubs and foreign subunits
Wider range of eco-partners

Heightened Orchestration
▪
▪

Global and local mandates
Inter- and intra-MNE (re)alignments
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DYNAMIC CAPABILITY THEORY IN IB

▪ Bundling

Internal and external
competencies

▪ Boundary crossing
▪ Competence portfolio

▪ Integration
▪ Sharing
▪ Collaboration

▪ Diffusion
▪ Transfer
▪ Deployment
▪ Utilization

▪ Upgrading

Rapidly changing global (home and
foreign) environments

DC Dimensions in IB

Recursively
Re-configurationally

Global
hubs

Corporate
headquarters

Foreign
subsidiaries
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DYNAMIC CAPABILITY THEORY IN IB
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Dynamic Capability in Global Competition
Capability Building,
Composition,
Integration &
Reconfiguration

ICT tech innovation
Business model inno.
Marketing innovation
Organizational inno.

Global Connectivity

Innovation

Capability Transfer,
Deployment, Reverse
Flow & Utilization

➢
➢
➢
➢
➢

Capability Upgrading,
New Development &
Sustainability

1. Connectivity technologies
2. Connectivity Intelligence

Global
Competitive
Advantages

3. Connectivity Capabilities

Global Knowledge Development
Internal Approach (Intrafirm)

External Approach (Interfirm)

▪ Facilitate flow and sharing
▪ Facilitate orchestration/integration
▪ Facilitate codification and

▪ Build global business ecosystem
▪ Cross-learning and sharing
▪ Internalize complementary

modularity

knowledge from partners

Springboard Theory
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❖ The springboard theory or springboard perspective is an international business theory that elucidates the unique

motives, processes and behaviors of international expansion of emerging market multinational enterprises (EM
MNEs). It was originally developed by Luo and Tung (2007) and further delineated later by Luo and Tung (2018)

❖ At the core of this theory is the argument that EM MNEs systematically and recursively use international expansion

as a springboard to acquire critical resources needed to compete more effectively against their global rivals at home
and abroad and to reduce their vulnerability to institutional and market constraints at home

❖ These efforts are systematic in the sense that “springboard” steps are deliberately designed as a grand plan to

facilitate firm growth and as a long-range strategy to establish more solidly their competitive positions in the global
marketplace. They are also recursive because such “springboard” activities are recurrent and revolving (i.e., outward
activities are strongly integrated with activities back home)

❖ Unlike Western MNEs who are generally motivated to go global to exploit their ownership-specific capabilities they

have already possessed, EM MNEs go global to acquire strategic capabilities they do not have but critically needed
to upgrade their capability portfolio in search for competitiveness in global competition

❖ EM MNEs uniquely use their inward FDI experience and networks (e.g., original equipment manufacturing,

international joint ventures) at home before aggressively undertaking outward FDI. Through inward
internationalization, EM MNEs have accumulated some experience and absorptive capabilities dealing with
international competition, deepening their understanding of international markets before conducting outbound FDI

Springboard Theory
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❖ EM MNEs use international expansion as a springboard to:
❖
❖
❖

❖
❖
❖
❖

Compensate for their competitive disadvantages
Overcome their latecomer disadvantage
Counter-attack global competitors’ major foothold in their home country market
Bypass stringent trade barriers into advanced markets
Alleviate domestic institutional and market constraints
Secure preferential treatments from home governments
Exploit competitive advantage in other emerging and developing countries

Through above springboard measures, EM MNEs overcome their latecomer disadvantage in global competition via
a series of aggressive, radical, risk-taking foreign direct investment (FDI) measures by proactively acquiring or
buying critical assets from mature, often Western-based MNEs to compensate for their competitive weaknesses
EM MNEs are both asset seeking (especially critical capabilities they need, such as global brands, key technologies,
global talents and international channels) and opportunity seeking (especially leveraging their mass and cost-efficient
production capabilities to tap other developing countries and low- to mid-end markets in developed countries)

Springboard Theory
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❖ There are several leapfrog trajectories to mirror EM MNEs’ springboard behaviors. First, they tend to

internationalize very rapidly and not necessarily in an incremental fashion as predicted by conventional
internationalization process theory. Second, EM MNEs tend to be radical in their choice of location (country),
showing a pattern of path departure from cultural, institutional, economic and geographical distances. Very often,
they first venture into advanced markets. Third, EM MNEs’ initial commitment tends to be large and does not
necessarily involve many small steps. Also, departing from the conventional wisdom of control, EM MNEs tend to
use localized senior management team, rather than parent country nationals

❖ Luo and Tung (2007) also explained some internal and external conditions that foster EM MNEs to springboard.

Springboard behaviors of EM MNEs are promoted by (1) home government support for going global, (2)
willingness of global players to share or sell strategic resources and offshore availability of standardized technology,
(3) corporate entrepreneurship and strong motivation to enter key foreign markets, (4) increasing competitive
pressure from global rivals, and (5) quick changes in technological and market landscapes and a heightened
borderless world economy

❖ The springboard theory cautions that despite opportunities and expected gains for springboard behavior, EM

MNEs also encounter some huge challenges associated with such behavior

❖ See: (1) Luo, Y.; Tung, R. L. (2007). "International expansion of emerging market enterprises: A springboard

perspective". Journal of International Business Studies. 38 (4): 481–498; (2) Luo, Y. & Tung, R. 2018. A general
theory of springboard MNEs. Journal of International Business Studies, 49(2): 129-152

Global Co-opetition Theory
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❖ Global co-opetition, an application of co-opetition in a global context, is first systematically addressed in Luo’s

(2004) book “Coopetition in international business” (and several articles around then). According to this book,
global co-opetition refers to the simultaneous competition and cooperation between multinational enterprises
(MNEs) and their geographically dispersed business stakeholders such as global rivals, global suppliers, global
distributors, global alliance partners, and foreign governments as well as among foreign subsidiaries within an MNE
❖ Co-opetition with global rivals - MNEs seek to create value by sharing resources and committing to common task

goals in some domains (e.g., product-market or value-chain activity) with their global rivals. Meanwhile they compete
by taking independent actions in other domains to improve their own performance. Co-opetition with global rivals
can enhance an MNE's competitive position in the global marketplace where intertwined opportunities and
challenges necessitate heightened competitive collaborations with various geographically dispersed rivals
❖ The co-opetition perspective sees competition and cooperation as two distinct yet interrelated, inclusive, and

simultaneous dimensions. Along these two dimensions in a pairwise setting, a global player can be identified as a
contender (strong competition – weak cooperation), a monoplayer (weak competition – weak cooperation), a
partner (weak competition – strong cooperation), and an adapter (strong competition – strong cooperation).
Different types should be aligned with different strategic responses so as to optimize an MNE's position in both
competition and cooperation with a major rival

Global Co-opetition Theory
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❖

Co-opetition with global suppliers and distributors - Vertical co-opetition (as opposed to horizontal co-opetition with global
rivals) with foreign suppliers and distributors grows because of intensified requirements for speed, integration and
synchronization of entire value chain activities. Nevertheless, MNEs bargain and compete with their global suppliers and
distributors toward self-profit maximization

❖

Co-opetition with corporate members within an MNE - Co-opetition occurs between or among geographically dispersed
subunits. An MNE is an internally differentiated yet globally coordinated network. With heightened interdependence in
resource or knowledge sharing, value-chain rationalization, and common function integration, foreign subsidiaries
increasingly cooperate between themselves, bilaterally or multilaterally, in pursuit of synergistically collective gains while
synchronically competing for parent resources, corporate support, system position, and market expansion

❖

Co-opetition with global alliance partners - Competition (control) and cooperation are two central concepts in all global
strategic alliances. Control is the process by which one party influences the behavior and output of another party through the
use of power, authority, and mechanisms. Cooperation involves collective efforts, through mutual forbearance, commitment,
and trust building, to better allocate and exploit complementary resources such that all parties are better off than it would
otherwise be

❖

Co-opetition with foreign governments - MNE-host government relations contain both cooperation and competition
elements that function simultaneously. Cooperation emerges as a mutual response to the fact that both MNEs and
governments are increasingly and strategically interdependent along four levels: country-level internationalization, industrylevel competitiveness, firm-level capability, and individual-level productivity. Competition arises to fulfill the respective goals
of MNEs and foreign governments through bargaining and competing for input-, process-, and outcome-based resources

PART III
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IB FRONTIERS

IB field needs to do a better job in addressing:
53
Global
“new normal”

Broader
context

More
practically
relevant

Crossdisciplinary

Sustainability

Comparative
insights

New global normal/reality
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Digitized
globalization

Open resources,
modularity,
platformization
& specialization

Geo-political and
eco-institutional
risks &
uncertainties

Technological
change & crossboundary
diffusion

Global linkage
economy &
market
interconnectivity

Top frontier issues
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New global normal & reality
▪

Digitized globalization

▪

Technological change & crossboundary diffusion

▪

Global linkage economy & market
interconnectivity

▪

Open resources, modularity,
platformization & specialization

▪

Geo-political and ecoinstitutional risks & uncertainties

Frontier research issues
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#1
GLOBAL CONNECTIVITY
1.
2.

Flows of ideas, knowledge, data, people, technologies
Through flows of goods, services, investment, capital, and
management that are digitally enabled or supported

NEW EPOCH OF GLOBALIZATION
▪

Globalization is entering a new epoch defined
not only by cross-border flows of goods,
capital, services and investment but
increasingly by flows of ideas, knowledge,
data and talent. The economic value of data
and information now exceeds goods

▪

Global connectivity combines the two most
fundamental forces in today’s world business
- digitization and globalization, fortifying
deeper, broader, and more intricate
interconnections between nations, businesses
and individuals

▪

This connectivity redefines who participates
in globalization, how international expansion
is undertaken, where the economic returns
flow, and how new capabilities must be built
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Cross-border data flows added $2.8 trillion to
world GDP in 2014 (McKinsey 2016)

DEFINING GLOBAL CONNECTIVITY

▪

Global connectivity means the state of a digital form of globalization that
connects nations, industries, companies and individuals all over the world
through
▪

(1) Flows of ideas, knowledge, data, people, technologies, and
innovation (i.e., primary connectivity)

▪

(2) Through flows of goods, services, investment, capital, and
management that are digitally enabled or supported (i.e., support
connectivity). It does so in three ways:
▪
▪
▪

By transforming flows of physical goods into new digital ones
By making it possible to track physical goods digitally
By creating digital platforms that enable small firms and even
individual entrepreneurs to play on a global stage
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GLOBAL

CONNECTIVITY AND MNES

▪

MNEs are much better and faster in connecting
with their worldwide consumers and ecosystem
players, being constantly pushed to reassess
business models and create new global strategies

▪

Even the definition of the MNE has changed.
Globalization was once for large, longestablished, and often from Western economies.
But digital globalization reduces the minimum
scale needed to go global, enabling small
business and entrepreneurs (i.e., mini- or microMNEs) to go global

▪

Digital platforms provide these new players with
“plug-and-play” infrastructure and opportunities
to put themselves in front of a vast built-in
global customer base
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GLOBAL

CONNECTIVITY AND MNES
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▪

MNEs have actively contributed to connectivity by investing in digital technologies, diffusing
innovation, technology and ideas across nations, and fortifying interconnections between developing
and developed markets

▪

But, they are monumentally affected by digital globalization in a multitude of ways with a multitude of
ramifications. Global connectivity pushes more MNE activities further into geographically dispersed
yet operationally disaggregated, resulting in more specialized activities that are increasingly finely
sliced

▪

MNEs have been relocating or disaggregating some traditional roles previously played by home country
corporate headquarters to a few spatially distant hubs located in some most critical foreign markets or
regions

▪

Connectivity accelerates globalizing R&D, knowledge flow, talent development, and access to new
markets in innovative ways

▪

Virtual team members from different units, functions and countries can work together seamlessly and
flawlessly

GLOBAL

CONNECTIVITY AND MNES

▪

MNEs today use some 44 million worldwide
freelancers as a new source of global talent
because of this connectivity

▪

New forms of flow for physical products and
services gain momentum through a surge (often
joined with novel ways) of global e-commerce,
specialized online marketplaces, offshore
outsourcing, co-distribution, and social media
marketing

▪

Global connectivity brings down the cost of
cross-border interactions and transactions,
creating new markets and user communities
with global scale, and providing MNEs with a
huge base of potential customers and effective
ways to reach them
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Global connectivity – Key concepts
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GLOBAL CONNECTIVITY AND INTERNATIONALIZATION PROCESS
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▪

New global connectivity reshapes numerous existing IB theories that have been long based on
assumptions of tangible, often heavy barriers involved and time consuming, flows of physical
goods, services, investments and capital, rather than intangible, less or no barriers associated
and instant, flows of ideas, data, and knowledge

▪

Chief among this is the importance of psychic distance, a broad term that captures perceived
differences between home and host countries concerning socio-cultural, geographic,
economic, and institutional dimensions

▪

Global connectivity challenges the process view:
▪

First, distance matters less:
▪
Digital globalization nullifies geographic distance barriers and costs. Such distance or
diversity can even be transformed into positive gains when global connectivity is fruitfully
leveraged
▪
Global connectivity makes quite some MNE functions and activities essentially virtual,
shifting a significant portion of costs to variable status through offshoring and
outsourcing
▪
Connectivity also slackens liabilities of foreignness in the sense that firms have new, less
time-bound, ways of acquiring knowledge and learning about doing business abroad

GLOBAL CONNECTIVITY AND INTERNATIONALIZATION PROCESS
▪
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Global connectivity challenges the process view:
▪

Second, incremental commitment matters less:
▪
▪

▪

▪

Connectivity enables MNEs to more easily and quickly access to both
upstream and downstream resources of other firms (protected or open)
Connectivity creates flatness in reaching global customers, linking global
suppliers, and utilizing global resources, thereby creating ample
opportunities to leapfrog
Critical capabilities and assets are more readily obtainable via mergers and
acquisitions, depending much less on gradual in-house building of such
capabilities

Third, path dependence matters less:
▪
Global connectivity creates new types of MNEs (e.g., digital disrupters) who
are lean, agile, aggressive, and cost advantageous
▪
Startups are more readily to become “born global” spurred by global
connectivity via not only digital tools, platforms, communication channels
but also better connections with foreign customers, suppliers, capital,
industry designers, professional service providers, and even freelancers

GLOBAL CONNECTIVITY-BASED ADVANTAGES

New O-L-I advantages increase

Traditional O-L-I advantages reduce

Open Resources Advantage ↑

Ownership advantage ↓

▪ More global resources available
▪ MNEs are advantageous in
utilizing these resources

▪ Growing importance of
dynamic capability
▪ Growing importance of
creatively composing all
available resources

Location advantage ↓
▪ Greater relevance of spatial
dynamics and evolution
▪ Reduced cross-border barriers
▪ Declined distance & cost factors

Internalization advantage ↓
▪ Improved & better connected
intermediate markets
▪ Growing externalization gains

Linkage Advantage ↑
▪ MNEs benefit from better

Global
Connectivity

connected inter-firm linkages
▪ MNEs benefit from better

orchestrated intra-firm linkages
▪ MNEs benefit from better
linkages from global customers

Integration Advantage ↑
▪ Connectivity fosters efficient
organizing and sharing
▪ Digital technologies help better
synchronize global activities
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#2
BUILDING, ORGANIZING, APPROPRIATING

GLOBAL KNOWLEDGE

1.
2.
3.

Designing and executing dynamic capability
Orchestrating and mobilizing global knowledge
Global talent management in digitized globalization

GLOBAL KNOWLEDGE IN DIGITIZED GLOBALIZATION
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▪

Global connectivity is a heartbeat that animates global knowledge economy. Some knowledge can
be externalized into explicit or digital form, while others will always remain tacit. The MNE is well
established as the superior form of organization to move tacit and codified knowledge across
borders

▪

The MNE is evolving into a knowledge network or community, involving both explicit and tacit
knowledge. Global connectivity is key to the success of this community

▪

Global connectivity may contribute less to global flows of tacit or sticky knowledge comparing
with its contributions to flows of explicit and codified knowledge but it at least advances
communications needed in the diffusion process of tacit knowledge

▪

Connectivity advances the scope of global knowledge management system. Most innovations
performed by MNEs are mingled with some forms of digital technologies or connectivity
platforms. With connectivity in place, complex interactive systems are now evolving in real time
across organizations and locations

GLOBAL KNOWLEDGE IN DIGITIZED GLOBALIZATION
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▪

Innovation co-evolves with connectivity such that technological innovation nourishes
connectivity while connectivity stimulates business model innovation and marketing innovation.
Connectivity provides MNEs new opportunities to create value by innovatively combining
technology, capital, products, brands, brainpower, and other value-creation activities

▪

Connectivity nourishes global knowledge development through external communities such as
strategic alliances, global freelancers, open source communities, online innovation, crowdsourcing, and the like

▪

Cross-border knowledge sharing requires three distinct yet interrelated elements: codification,
search, and access. Connectivity plays a significant role in implementing and facilitating each of
these three elements

GLOBAL KNOWLEDGE IN DIGITIZED GLOBALIZATION 69
▪

Two-way in learning and knowledge flows:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

▪

For example, Western consumers are having their experience of the mobile internet
shaped by a Chinese success story
Facebook’s efforts to incorporate payments and commerce into its Messenger app are
inspired by WeChat, as it Snapchat’s expansion from a messaging app into a media portal
Google, Facebook and Microsoft are also inspired by WeChat and Alibaba in using bots
(smart software that chats with customers)
Companies that want a glimpse of the future of mobile commerce should look not just to
Silicon Valley but also to the other side of the Pacific (digital dragons)
Google and Samsung have a broad, long-term cross-licensing deal that covers their
existing patents as well as those filed over the next 10 years. Samsung's smartphone
success has come from using Google's Android open-source operating system, with both
companies reliant on each other to keep their mobile momentum going
Two-way is common also between Western MNEs and emerging market MNEs, even in
some “reverse” way. For instance, Huawei licensed out 769 patents to Apple, and licensed
in 98 patents from Apple, in 2015

DYNAMIC CAPABILITY IN DIGITIZED GLOBALIZATION
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▪

Global connectivity redefines firm capabilities needed in global competition. First, connectivity
capabilities are now a new form of critical competence vital to cope with and benefit from
accelerated flows of trade, capital, services and knowledge

▪

Second, MNEs need connectivity intelligence and capabilities that identifies new opportunities in
technologies, market and partnerships, providing new value propositions to global customers.
Firms can find new ways to monetize customer relationships and market data given the emergence
of new technologies and new market opportunities

▪

Third, connectivity can enhance an MNE’s capabilities by exploiting those that are relevant,
appropriable and transferable in multiple countries. That is, connectivity enables the MNE to better
explore and exploit new capabilities from extended global scope and scale (e.g., reverse innovation
and reverse flows)

▪

Finally, connectivity can improve capability reconfiguration, deployment, and upgrading.
Connectivity platforms, technologies and intelligence enable the MNE to identify where, when and
what capabilities and resources should be best deployed or done so in a most productive way

GLOBAL CONNECTIVITY FOSTERS GLOBAL KNOWLEDGE & DYNAMIC CAPABILITY
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Dynamic Capability in Global Competition
Capability Building,
Composition,
Integration &
Reconfiguration

ICT tech innovation
Business model inno.
Marketing innovation
Organizational inno.

Global Connectivity

Innovation

Capability Transfer,
Deployment, Reverse
Flow & Utilization

➢
➢
➢
➢
➢

Capability Upgrading,
New Development &
Sustainability

1. Connectivity technologies
2. Connectivity Intelligence

Global
Competitive
Advantages

3. Connectivity Capabilities

Global Knowledge Development
Internal Approach (Intrafirm)

External Approach (Interfirm)

▪ Facilitate flow and sharing
▪ Facilitate orchestration/integration
▪ Facilitate codification and

▪ Build global business ecosystem
▪ Cross-learning and sharing
▪ Internalize complementary

modularity

knowledge from partners

Reverse flows & Global Hubs in Knowledge Management
▪ Reverse Flows
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▪

Accelerated flows in trade, investment, capital, services, information and brainpower (50%
of global GDP by 2025)

▪

Accelerated reverse flows from foreign subsidiaries, including those located in emerging
markets, to the MNE’s headquarters and other foreign countries and regions

▪

Reverse innovation
Reverse adaptation
Reverse transfer
Reverse offshoring
Reverse imitation

▪

New Areas for Theoretic Extension:

▪
▪
▪
▪

▪
▪
▪
▪

Diminishing roles of “host” and “home” countries and increasing significance of “global hubs” – from
MNCs/TNCs to global organizations
Vitality of foreign emerging markets, attending to restructuring and reorganization of MNEs in these
markets
Reasons, types, processes, mechanisms, and consequences of reverse flows
Reverse flows spurs a new trajectory of capability development, transfer, sharing and appropriation

GLOBAL TALENT MANAGEMENT IN DIGITIZED GLOBALIZATION

What should MNEs do and do better?
▪ Becoming more attractive to locals –

▪

A big advantage MNEs have over local competitors is the ability to offer recruits opportunities
to work elsewhere in the world. A small number of executives, in fact, have moved from leading
positions in emerging markets to a global-leadership role, including Ajay Banga, president and
CEO of MasterCard Worldwide; Indra Nooyi, chairman and CEO of PepsiCo; and Harish
Manwani, COO of Unilever

▪

The makeup of most multinational boards provides further evidence: in the United States, less
than 10 percent of directors of the largest 200 companies are non-US nationals, up from 6
percent in 2005 but still low considering the global interests of such companies

▪ Reverse adaptation – Train local managers to global mindset and global skills (including cultural

and language) so that they, or some of them at least, are ready to be globally assigned
▪ Digitized approach in applicant management, performance management, employee engagement,

and compensation management, and others. HCM, HRMS, and HRIS are such examples
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#3
GLOBAL VALUE CHAIN
▪
▪
▪

Global Value Chain
Global Network
Global Platforms & Eco-system

Global Value Chain
75
▪

MNEs are both the facilitator and the beneficiary of GVC. Globalization has given rise to a new era of
international competition that is reshaping global production and trade and altering the organization
of industries

▪

Since the early 2000s, the global value chain (GVC) and global production network (GPN) concepts
gained popularity as ways to analyze the international expansion and geographical fragmentation of
contemporary supply chains. Today, more than half of the world’s manufacturing imports are
intermediate goods), and more than 70% of the world’s services imports are intermediate services

▪

Buyer-driven GVC: These chains develop around large retailors such as Wal-Mart or highly successful
brands such as Nike. Products in such chains are often relatively less sophisticated

▪

Producer-driven GVC: These chains are typically found in high-technology sectors (semiconductor,
electronics, automotive or pharmaceuticals). Technology and production expertise are core
competencies and are often developed by lead firms or captive suppliers that can be prevented from
sharing technology with competitors

Key drivers of GVC
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Technological
advances have
enabled GVC

Access to foreign
knowledge and
specialization

Access to foreign
markets

Global
Connectivity

Liberalization of
trade and
investment

MNEs persistently
seek efficiency and
benefit from global
economies of scale
and scope

Key drivers of GVC
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▪

Technological advances, especially ICT, digitalization, logistics technologies, have made it possible to
dissect business processes into progressively finer slices

▪

Complex activities can be disaggregated, modularized, relocated to a wide range of geographic
locations and then reintegrated by the orchestrating firm

▪

Through such “fine slicing”, MNEs are able to specialize in increasingly narrow niches or areas,
allowing them to become “lighter” firms (in terms of fixed assets) and concentrating on process
activities in which they have competitive advantages, since these are the basis of the firm’s core
competencies that enable them to earn abnormal returns

▪

Both the number of activities (primary and support) and locations where such activities are
undertaken have risen dramatically over the last two decades, with the increasing sophistication and
orchestration needed. Even their foreign subsidiaries often need to orchestrate global networks

▪

GVCs allow many small and medium sized firms with specialized skills to participate in the globally
interconnected economy. Important too, GVCs, through unbundling of production foster highly
specialized knowledge-intensive business services in IT, logistics management, engineering services,
software, and finance, etc.

Organizing GVC
78
▪

MNEs are network firms that tap into resources from multiple locations and combine comparative
advantages of geographic locations with their own resources and competencies to maximize and profit
from their competitive advantages

▪

Organizing GVC involves a series of sequential steps for the MNE:
▪

▪

▪

▪

▪

Global planning – considering both global mandates, regional mandates and local mandates, synthesized and
blueprinted by corporate headquarters
GVC ecosystem building and structuring – identifying location (where), ecopartnes (whom), time of delivery
(when), governance mode (how), and GVC activity (what); establishing these global ecosystem components to make
them run via contractual, relational, captive, modular, or hierarchical modes
Initial implementation – Test, observe, adjust and improve GVC, coordinating all the activities dispersed in various
countries and integrating modular and specialized activities that begin performing
Streamlining and orchestration – Corporate headquarters, regional headquarters, key or flagship subsidiaries
(centers of excellence, global contributors, etc.) significantly and jointly improve GVC system through platforms,
ICT, input-output system, knowledge and resource flow system, autonomy design, task designation, etc.
Reconfiguring, restructuring and upgrading – Continuous fine-tuning and improving, capturing the dynamism and
new opportunities to cope with market conditions, balancing dynamic capability and stability; expanding GVCs for
some products but shrinking others

GVC Model

Value added
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Global R&D
Network

Global marketing
network

R&D, design, product
development

Marketing,
branding, services

Global Production
Network (GPN)

Orchestration
& Integration

Specialization &
Disaggregation

R&D
knowledge

Marketing
knowledge

Manufacturing

Country 1

Country 2

Country 3

Country 4

Country 5

Country 6

Entity A

Entity B

Entity C

Entity D

Entity E

Entity F

Information
supporting system

Contractual
system

Co-monitoring
system

Relational
mechanism

Country 7
Entity G

Reward sharing
mechanism

Governance Types of GVC
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Research Agenda on GVC
81
▪

GVCs require reconsideration of existing MNE or IB theories. Fragmentation and disaggregation of global production
network and GVC requires reconsideration of control-based ownership advantages, and internalization advantages

▪

GVC may change the process view of internationalization such that firms, including new firms and even SMEs, can
move much more quickly in participating in internationalization either as users/buyers or suppliers/contributors.
Sharing-based global activities such as GVCs, challenges ownership- or control-based MNE theories

▪

Core competencies, knowledge based view, networking paradigm, and even dynamic capability theory remain critical,
and perhaps even more so than before

▪

Liability of foreignness dissipates in the rise and popularity of GVCs. Instead we see liability of disengagement or
estrangement in today’s globally interconnected economy where countries and firms are sharpening and focusing on
their competitive advantages.

▪

We need to know more on MNE strategies on GVC. MNEs are important contributors, participants, facilitators and
beneficiary of GVCs. They are the leading force of the GVC rise

▪

Just as many as opportunities presented, GVCs also poses credible perils and challenges for firms and governments.
Thus, proper strategic responses that leverage these opportunities while circumventing these perils are an important
issue for both scholars and executives

▪

Chief among these are (1) how MNEs orchestrate, streamline and synchronize GVC (2) how MNEs govern and monitor
GVC to avoid breakdowns and uncertainties and (3) how MNEs handle dependence, switching, portfolio of global
partnerships, and restructuring GVC

Research Agenda on GVC
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▪

There are abundant process issues involving each of the above, spanning from contractual governance and
operational co-monitoring to information system and cost/reward sharing system, from internal orchestration
and integration to external coordination and co-opetition

▪

GVC changes the way to organize and structure cross-border activities. Hierarchy-based organizational
structure doesn’t support GVC, but too flat, highly decentralized structure may obstruct orchestration and
integration too. This invites more inquires on innovating MNE structure

▪

Accompanying the above processes is GVC capability – a set of distinctive capabilities in identifying GVC
opportunities, blueprinting GVC activities in different countries and with different partners, providers or
captive units, monitoring and governing internationally dispersed activities along this chain, and maximizing
GVC returns in a sustainable, stable, reliable and transparent manner

▪

GVC capability comprises network and relational capability, monitoring and governing capability, and
orchestration and integration capability, each of which is necessary and essential to GVC success

▪

GVC may involve more coordination costs than general alliances. This results in “spread” cost across locations,
activities and entities

▪

We need to learn more from GVC providers’ perspective – a larger number of, often domestically operated, weaker
power SMEs participating in and providing GVC services and support for MNEs. How do these firms approach MNEs as
providers or vendors? Will they further outsource to other third parties in the same country? Some of them are
independent vendors, but others may be long-term suppliers who maintain some loose partnerships with MNEs

GLOBAL PLATFORMS & ECOSYSTEMS (GPES)
▪
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Business ecosystems move beyond market positioning and industrial structure by having three major
features: symbiosis, platform, and co-evolution. The value of a business ecosystem shifts from product
to network value
▪

▪

▪

Symbiosis – Mutualistic, loosely coupled and long-term relationships of unlike or different types of organizations
such as suppliers, distributors, industry designers, technology providers, community, etc. Compared to blocked
or structuralized embeddedness, symbiosis relationships provide flexibility for the system
Platform – Services, tools, software, technologies that allow other members of the ecosystem to use, share,
transmit and transact to enhance both collective and individual performance. Microsoft’s Windows operating
system allow software companies to easily design programs. Platform companies, also labored hubs or keystone
companies, are the central ecological contributor
Co-evolution – Today’s MNEs shift from conceiving their business as hierarchical organizations to envisioning
themselves as participants in a world of complex evolving systems

Today, “big will not beat small anymore. It will be the fast beating the slow”. One way to cope with speed is to open up
the innovation process and use external resources and capabilities to boost the MNE’s innovation capability. By
working cooperatively and competitively with other companies in order to co-evolve capabilities, to support new
products, and incorporate a new round of innovations, the company builds a business ecosystem
The success of a global business ecosystem hinges greatly on the sufficient level of development of upstream (global
R&D subsystem), mid-stream (global production subsystem), and downstream (global marketing) sub-systems or
modules

FORMS OF GPES
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▪

Some are transactional and informal (e.g., application programming interfaces, or APIs), others
are more formal and complex, with contracts and service-level agreements in place to cover
governance, implementation, and profit sharing

▪

Co-opetition is common, cooperating in some respects but competing in other respects, which
result in “entangling alliances” – interlocking relationships that create complex competitive
dynamics and lock players into platforms, technologies and systems from which it may be difficult
to extricate themselves

▪

GPEs are build on myriad structures, from joint ventures to mergers, exclusive and nonexclusive
partnerships. Firms have always forged partnerships and alliances, but because relationships in
ecosystems are on such a large scale and are evolving so quickly, traditional alliance and JV
management approaches are no longer fit

▪

A critical new approach is to map ecosystem partners across industries, new customers access as a
key criterion of partner selection, and leveraging cooperative complementarity while minimizing
competitive commonality – banks and retailers ca make good partners because they often target
similar customer segments but don’t complete with each other

▪

GPEs not only prioritize complementarity as alliances but value propositions, which is more
unique to GPEs

FORMS OF GPES
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▪

To be successful, a GPE must have a compelling value proposition that is attractive, open and
relevant to multiple businesses

▪

GPEs involve a host of much intricate and complex issues, involving legal specialists, cybersecurity,
intellectual property, data ownership, licensing, privacy, profit sharing, liability, regulatory
compliance, customer management, IT architects, and the like

▪

Managing a GPE requires a balance between standardization of core processes (to prevent a
chaotic mess) and flexibility (to capture opportunities fast). It needs tools (often with automation)
to track performance in real time, establishing flexible agreement structures, and investing in agile
processes

GLOBAL PLATFORMS & ECOSYSTEMS (GPES)
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▪

Platform leaders need to know where, what and when bottlenecks are or will be. These bottlenecks
can be technologies, key processes or hierarchies in the system, key nodal members or subsystems,
trouble makers inside the current ecosystem, outside penetrators

▪

Niche players constitute the majority of the ecosystem. Their specialization helps them differentiate
from other members of the system. They are viewed as complementors who help the platform leader
expand the realms of its application

▪

Global business ecosystem’s stability depends also on how effective a clear platform architecture that
connects all sub-systems in a stable manner. Platform architecture governs the evolution and stability
of ecosystems. Platform architecture is often irreversible, therefore keystone companies take a huge
responsibility to design it and meet the challenge of forecasting future changes in the system

▪

Decomposition or modularity – breaking down of the architecture in a hierarchical manner into its
constituent sub-systems- can help manage the complexity of platform architecture. This may help
reducing interdependence between the evolutionary processes of components that make up the
ecosystem

▪

A modularized architecture requires a set of governance mechanisms and rules, designed to ensure
that module producers follow and comply the guideline of the platform leaders. The central them in
platform governance is the amount of decision making and control that platform leaders should
relinquish to other members of the same ecosystem

A CUSTOMER-CENTRIC ORGANIZATIONAL CULTURE
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▪

At its best, customer-centricity extends far beyond marketing and product design to become a
unifying cultural element that drives all core decisions across all areas of the business

▪

Customer-centric cultures anticipate emerging patterns and needs of customers and tailor
interactions with them by dynamically integrating structured data, such as demographics and
purchase history, with unstructured data, such as social media

▪

This culture means that firms need to resist silos. The narrow, parochial mentality of employees who
hesitate to share information and collaborate across functions and areas can be corrosive to a healthy
digital culture

▪

Customer-centricity underscores the importance both of working cross functionally and of driving
customer centricity into the everyday operations of the business

▪

Data sharing and transparency can help solve the blind-men-and-the-elephant problem

▪

Leaders wouldn’t achieve the speed and agility they need unless they build organizational cultures
that perform well across functions, regions and business units, embrace risk and focus obsessively on
customers

How Global Platforms and Ecosystems (GPEs) Extend IB Theories
How GPEs extend OLI
paradigm

How GPEs extend
internationalization process
theory (IPT)

How GPEs extend
internalization theory (IT)

How GPEs extend global
knowledge management
theory

New Ways of
International
expansion

▪ Ecosystem specific advantages and
context specific advantages are essential,
creating new ways of global growth
▪ GPEs serve as “springboard” for
established and nascent firms to go
global—to acquire critical global
resources and to reduce vulnerabilities at
home
▪ Firms lacking ownership-specific
advantages and experience can
internationalize too

▪ While global experience still matters, it is
no longer a prerequisite for international
expansion. Many young and small firms
become mini-MNEs via GPEs
▪ GPEs help reduce MNEs’ incremental
commitment rationality due to potential
for risk/cost sharing and the availability of
global open resources

▪ Interactions among ecosystem
specific, context specific, firm
specific, and country specific
advantages shape MNEs’ mode of
entry into foreign markets and
scaling/growth
▪ Firms seek GPE-based externalization
(ecosystem specific advantages), then
internalizing them (firm specific
advantages)
▪ GPEs imply a shift in thinking from
resource ownership to resource
orchestration

▪ GPEs facilitate faster global expansion
via platforms, weakening the
traditional knowledge mandate, yet
requiring new ecosystem specific
knowledge and resources
▪ GPEs involve both exploitative and
explorative learning, but savvy MNEs
will use GPEs as an adaptive and
learning process
▪ GPEs create learning in a world of
globally diffused learners. Thus, GPE
members benefit differently from new
ways of international expansion

New Ways of
Building Knowledge
& Connectivity

▪ Co-specializing, co-locating, co-learning,
co-evolving and co-winning instead of
monopolistic and zero-sum gains prevail
▪ GPEs combine firm-specific and
location-specific advantages at the
collective level for all participators
▪ GPEs comprise vertical, horizontal and
lateral complementary partners,
enriching resource-sharing

▪ Roles of physical distance diminish but
distances in quality of digital
infrastructures between domestic and
foreign countries fortify
▪ IPT is more inward looking on knowledge
building whereas GPEs call for a more
external approach
▪ IPT emphasizes the determining role of
experiential experience, while GPEs
recognize vicarious learning
▪ GPEs underscore the crucial role of
architectural, combinative & network
knowledge in the process of
internationalization

▪ IT suggests that internalization
implements contracting via a unified,
intrafirm governance structure,
whereas GPE reflects interfirm
governance in which members
operate in a world of
interdependence and guided by
platform leaders through standards
▪ GPEs call for MNEs to locate key
activities closer to demand rather
than internalized control
▪ GPE structure changes parentsubsidiary links, coordination and
integration systems as well as global
control mechanisms, making virtual
monitoring power critical

▪ GPE involves multi-level social
processes through which knowledge is
sourced, diffused and integrated within
and across member MNEs and between
MNEs and global customers
▪ Orchestration capability is essential,
idiosyncratic and proprietary, requiring
tacit expertise and process intelligence
in dealing with intricate structure of
GPEs
▪ Competitive ecology exists within a
GPE, with complications in allocating
knowledge & rewards among members
▪ GPEs create diversified paths of
knowledge and competence
development

New Ways of
Creating and
Delivering Value to
Global Customers

▪ GPEs imply a shift in focus from
individual products to platforms as the
basis for offering value
▪ GPEs transcend national and industry
boundaries however, digital
infrastructures form a key locational
advantage
▪ Dealing with loosely coupled GPE does
require firm-specific distinctive
capability

▪ Digital platforms provide new and small
firms with “plug-and-play” infrastructure
and opportunities to put themselves in
front of a vast built-in global customer
base
▪ GPEs accelerate internationalization,
including global access to more input
(resources) and output (customers)
▪ GPEs facilitate new and faster ways of
building diverse sets of value propositions

▪ GPEs call for a dynamic perspective
of MNE competition while extant
internalization theory largely
assumes a static context
▪ GPEs require both guiding and
flexibility within and with others,
generating synergistic values for the
network yet to be divided by
members

▪ The inherent flexibility of GPEs
(modular architecture) allows for the
rapid reconfiguration/ recombination
of knowledge assets and creation of
value bundles to fit diverse global
markets
▪ GPEs foster open innovation that in
turn facilitates the co-creation of
knowledge and value by diverse global
partners (including customers)
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How Global Platforms and Ecosystems (GPEs) Extend IB Theories (Continued)
How GPEs extend dynamic
capability theory (DCT)

How GPEs extend global
integration-local responsiveness
view (I-R)

How GPEs extend international
entrepreneurship perspective

How GPEs extend global alliance
perspective (GAP)

New Ways of
International
Expansion

▪ Resource orchestration as a new
element of dynamic capability (a
GPE itself is an open, evolving
system; if managed properly, it can
adapt, integrate and reconfigure
member firms’ resources to match
changing needs of the market and
ecosystem members)
▪ A loosely coupled GPE engenders
more options and new ways for
MNEs to invest in different possible
areas

▪ GPEs extend I-R balance view from a
pure focus of parent-subsidiary links to a
new context that extends broadly to a
firm’s global ecosystem
▪ A GPE takes up some I-R functions for
member firms. Vertical links in a GPE
integrate more primary value-chain
functions while horizontal links
integrate more support activities
▪ Greater adaptation or responsiveness is
viable by relying on ecosystem specific
advantages and resources

▪ GPEs offer novel contexts to study
“accelerated internationalization”
▪ GPE based advantages (e.g. context
specific advantage) help new ventures
overcome liabilities of newness and
foreignness in global markets
▪ GPE based infrastructures reduce
costs of conducting business lowering
the perceived risks of international
expansion decisions

▪ GPEs share logic of global alliance and
network perspective, yet bring a focus
on the platform that underlie those
alliances
▪ GPEs can serve as a critical source of
inter-organizational competitive
advantage through resource sharing (the
platform and the associated resources
that members could use to develop their
own offerings)

New Ways of
Building
Knowledge and
Relationships

▪ GPEs provide new possible forms of
competitive advantage
▪ A GPE goes much beyond as bundle
of contracts
▪ Processes, paths and positions are
somehow embedded in a loosely
coupled GPE, governed by both
economic and social mechanisms
and molded by its evolutionary and
co-evolutionary trajectory
▪ Leading members play a central role
in designing, coordinating, learning,
integrating, and reconfiguring intermember coupling and sharing

▪ Many MNEs participate in platforms
that involve standardization and scale
yet combine them with own
customization. This in turn cherishes I-R
balance
▪ GPEs allow participating firms to share
and reduce costs and risks in bolstering
local responsiveness
▪ Both leading and following members in
a GPE will benefit from system-level
global coordination
▪ Not all members in the same GPE will
equally require I-R mandates, thus I-R
specifics hinge more on firm needs

▪ GPEs offer new forms of global
▪ GPEs are generally more structurally
connectivity that help spur startups to
loose than alliances. Niche players
more readily become “born globals”
constitute the majority of a GPE. Their
▪ GPE-based collective power exercised
specialization helps them differentiate
by MNEs benefit new ventures to
from other members of the system and
internationalize their offerings.
at the same time expand the realms of
However, lacking bargaining and
the platform
control power in GPEs, they will also
▪ Platform leaders have an incentive to
need to build strong co-opetition
enter and/or subsidize the market to
(simultaneous collaboration and
complement its platform that supports
competition) skills when dealing with
its leadership in the industry
powerful ecosystem partners
▪ GPEs involve lower structuralized
embeddedness and provide higher
flexibility for the system

New Ways of
Creating and
Delivering Value to
Global Customers

▪ Per DCT, strategic capability must
be honed to users and customers.
GPEs emphasize the significance of
such demand-based capabilities.
▪ GPEs offer operational and
structural flexibility and collective
power in dealing with market
turbulences
▪ GPEs imply the significance of
entrepreneurial practices that allow
for rapid exploitation of emerging
opportunities

▪ Global demands for many products are
no longer fixed but open-ended. GPEs
help transform such demands into
market opportunities for all globally
dispersed member firms
▪ Flexibility afforded by digital
technologies allow for more
responsiveness to local needs without
forsaking the benefits from integration
▪ GPEs are often boundary crossing
(technologies, industries, markets),
helping MNEs reach and serve diverse
customers

▪ Flexibility offered by GPEs imply
▪ While GPEs offer different forms of
novel forms of opportunity
flexibility, MNEs’ ecosystem strategy
recognition in global markets; while
(how it approaches the alignment of
opportunities may be collectively
partners and secures its role in the
constructed in ecosystems, individual
competitive ecosystem) will decide how
members may pursue them differently
well it realizes such potential flexibility
perpetuating variety within the
▪ GPEs require coupling and looseness,
ecosystem
and guiding and flexibility within and
▪ Flexibility offered by GPEs allow new
with others, propelling ambiventures to simultaneously
structuration of organizing global
participate 0n multiple platforms
activities
(multi-homing) thereby reducing
their strategic risks
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Global Alliances & Networks
▪ Nexus of Network
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MNEs are becoming network-based global organizations, within the MNE and with
outside business eco-players due to:

▪

Increased availability of global open resources
Intensified sharing, cooperation and interdependence within the MNE and with other firms
Fast pace and velocity of global competition

▪

New Areas for Theoretic Extension:

▪
▪

▪
▪
▪

Complex network requires both coupling and looseness, and both guiding and flexibility within and with
others, propelling ambi-structuration of organizing global activities
Network structure changes parent-subsidiary links, coordination and integration systems as well as global
control mechanisms, making virtual (data, ICT) monitoring and frontline decision power critical
New roles of frontier contributing subsidiaries who are not only global players but global or regional
integration players in specialized areas – global integration is being more localized and we need to know
more about localized integration or localized globalization

Global Alliances & Networks
▪

Alliance/network portfolio management
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▪

Every MNE today has established a multitude of global alliances in a multitude forms in a multitude countries with
varying strategic goals

▪

It makes possible and imperative for MNEs to manage and benefit from managing a portfolio of global alliances in
addition to managing individual ones. International experience from managing individual alliances must be shared
and leveraged

▪

Synergies can be enormous from global alliance portfolio management. Resource sharing (resources include R&D,
suppliers, experience, finance, information, etc.) is the dominant logic behind synergies

▪

Often neglected fact is that global alliance portfolio management also enables the MNE to benefit more from a portfolio
of global partners in different businesses, industries, and countries

▪

The main responsibilities of managing a portfolio include:
▪
▪

▪
▪
▪

Assessing the strategic contribution of each alliance within the portfolio and of the portfolio overall
Leveraging value-creating opportunities within the portfolio
Allocating alliance management resources among the various individual alliances
Considering the portfolio implications of new partners
Identifying systemic management and organizational challenges that are preventing individual alliances from
achieving intended value

New Areas for Theoretic Extension:
▪
▪
▪
▪

Managing existing alliance portfolio vs. launching a portfolio of new alliances? Concurrently handle both?
Cross boundary (cross nation, industry, region, alliance form) coordination and synergy creation means and
mechanisms?
Need a formal organizational structure to manage this portfolio? If no formal structure, who should lead this and deal
with routines?
If alliance is seen as assets, can asset portfolio management theory apply? If not so, what’s difference between the two?

Global Alliances & Networks
▪
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Alliance/network restructuring and reorganizing
▪

Many individual alliances are now regrouped or united as a part of an MNC’s overall global restructuring
(Samsung consolidated its two JVs in Tianjin to combine TV and computer monitor production to better
leverage its LCD technologies)

▪

Individual alliances are being restructured due to MNCs’ need for greater control (increasing equity
ownership to become majority or sole holders)

▪

Numerous ways of restructuring: Legal restructuring (termination, exit, liquidation), financial
restructuring (equity transfer, downsizing or upsizing, equity sale to third party), organizational
restructuring (recomposing board, committees, new leadership change), and strategic restructuring (new
missions, new strategic directions, new businesses)

New Areas for Theoretic Extension:
▪
▪
▪

▪

When and how to restructure global alliances? How to maximize returns while minimizing costs of such
restructuring?
How does alliance restructuring interact with market changes and institutional changes in home country,
host country and overall regional or global conditions?
What are global mandates, as opposed to local mandates, that prompt alliance restructuring and
reorganizing?
Alliance restructuring is often more challenging than expected due to sophisticated partnership
relationships and their maintenance. How will relationship dynamics with foreign partners affect alliance
restructuring?
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#4
GLOBAL BUSINESS
MODELS

Defining Business Models
94
 Business models can be conceived in a variety of ways. Here I focus on the common

elements in most definitions:






Customer value proposition – CVP (e.g., product, price, value, service, solution)
A profit formula (e.g., cost structure, revenue model, profit sustainability)
Key processes (e.g., R&D, manufacturing, HR, marketing, IT)
Key resources (e.g., brand, people, technology, partnerships, channel) that the firm must use to
deliver CVP repeatedly and at scale.

 Creating competitive advantage lies in integrating these elements to produce value

for both customers and the company. It reflects:





Business model is distinctive
Business model is action-based
Business model is contextual
Business model is multiplex (processes, stages, stakeholders, resources)

Global Business Model
95
 A global business model describes how an MNE creates customer value and own profit distinctively

and sustainably in the global marketplace by leveraging and integrating possessed or open resources
and performing unique value-creation activities that suit well the needs of global market the MNE
targets
 Developing or innovating a global business model means development of a globally integrated

template, optimizing skills globally to create a portfolio of business and skills to better compete, and
better serve the evolving needs of customers worldwide
 With a twin force of globalization and technological advancement presenting so many new

opportunities and threats
 A global business model (GBM) is:







Global formula/template (a locally tailored business model in one particular country is NOT a GBM)
Bi-directional (unidirectional from headquarters without some local adaptation will NOT work)
Involving global hubs (to achieve global scale, innovation, diffusion, and synchronization)
Configurational (value proposition, markets, processes, capabilities, customer relations, etc.)
Depending on cross-border customer utility function differences

Global Business Model
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New Global Environment
Shaping Global Business
Model Design
▪ Global connectivity
(converged digitization and
globalization)
▪ Technological upheaval
▪ Pro-market reforms in
emerging and developing
economies
▪ Accelerated flows of trade,
capital, technology,
services, information, data
and people
▪ Increased access to global
open resources

Understanding Business
Models in Global
Competition
▪ Value proposition (value
creation and capture) to
global customers should
consider:
▪ Targeted foreign markets
and customers
▪ Revenue generating
model from global
operations
▪ Global value chain
▪ Resource and capability
portfolio
▪ Cross-national process
configuration

Innovating Global Business
Models
▪ Leverage global
partnerships and networks
▪ Orchestrate disaggregated
and dispersed business
(e.g., KPO/BPO)
▪ Reverse innovation
▪ Growth through critical
emerging markets
▪ Co-evolve with global
business eco-system
▪ Creatively use global open
resources and network
resources
▪ Integrate firm-specific
advantages with countryspecific advantages

Comparing Global Business Models with Other IB Perspectives
Global Business Models
(GBM)

Firm-specific advantage

Adaptation (contextspecific) logic

I-R (integrationresponsiveness) framework

Complementarity

logic (FSA)
▪ GBM emphasizes the
means by which an MNE
creates customer value
and builds its own profits
distinctively in global
marketplace
▪ GBM brngs together
customer value
propositions, unique
profit formula, key
processes, and key
resources needed for
centrally coordinated yet
locally adapted activities
▪ GBM requires unique
integration of strategy,
customers, markets,
operations, processes,
and finance

▪ FSA such as technology,
brands & market power
doesn’t guarantee global
success – it should be
coupled with a business
model defining “go to
market” and “capturing
value” strategies
▪ Unless MNEs offer
compelling value
propositions to global
consumers and set up
profitable business systems
to satisfy them, FSA cannot
transform into profitability
▪ GBM needs understanding
of “deep truth” about
global consumers and how
rivals fail to satisfy them

While GBM differs and
extends other IB theories,
the latter do help and
complement some key
dispositions of the former

▪ GBM must be non-imitable
in certain respects –unique
networks, complicated
processes, strong IPR, and
unique capabilities needed
▪ FSA significantly supports
GBM. GBM is an MNE’s
proprietary knowledge that
combinatively leverages
both location-specific and
firm-specific advantages

Dynamic capability
theory (DCT)

▪ GBM does require local
adaptation. But more
critically, it requires core
processes, profit formula
and value propositions
that can be globally
transferred, deployed &
even standardized
▪ GBM differs from
polycentric or contextspecific business models
in various host markets
because it aims to profit
from economy of global
scale and sharing
▪ Key capabilities and
processes needed for
GBM must be centrally
controlled
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▪ GBM involves market
knowledge & experiential
knowledge, which can be
context specific
▪ Operationally, GBM needs
adaptations to host
market, institutional &
cultural conditions. While
core business formula
may be the same, price &
services may be adapted

▪ I-R view focuses balance
between global mandates
and local mandates,
whereas GBM focuses
orchestration of customer
value proposition, foreign
markets, unique processes
& sustained profit model
▪ GBM involves more areas
of integration than I-R
view, orchestrating not
only in value proposition,
value creation and
capture, but in revenue
model, market segment,
resource portfolio, assets
delopment, and process
configuration

▪ GBM involves both global
integration and local
responsiveness and it
requires the balance too
▪ Different GBM vary in I-R
balance. If GSM focuses
more on specific market
segments, “R” is more
imperative. Still, core
processes and core
capabilities behind any
GBM need “I”

▪ DCT focuses an ability to
integrate, build, and
reconfigure internal and
external competences to
address rapidly changing
environments, whereas
GBM focuses unique value
proposition underpinned by
this ability
▪ DCT is more sharpened in
explaining evolutions and
adaptations to market
changes, whereas GBM is
more focused on unique
value propositions to global
customers in a relatively
stable and sustained way
for value appropriation and
profit purposes
▪ The reconfiguring and
integration logic provides
one of the theoretic bases
to explain GBM
▪ Some cross-border
resource management and
alignment practices in DCT
apply to GBM processes
▪ GBM needs unique skills in
combining market,
resources & process in a
changing global setting

Results from Innovating Business Models
for Global Competition
98

 Cost reduction and revenue generation: It allows MNEs to specialize and move more

quickly to seize growth opportunities as they emerge. Further it will lead to additional revenue
generation opportunities
 Strategic flexibility: It gives MNEs to make better use of open resources and opportunities that

align well with the firms’ strengths and capabilities
 Sustained competitive advantage: A working business model’s uniqueness in CVP and/or

creativity in using internal and external resources that underpin CVP enables the MNE to enjoy
potent and sustained competitive edge
 Enhanced speed and responsiveness: Innovating business models today for global

competition will have to, in part or in whole, propel speed and responsiveness given today’s global
competition landscapes
 Improved eco-system: Global business model attaches great value to the co-development and

co-evolution of business community and eco-system as a whole

Hurdles behind Innovating Business Models
for Global Competition
99


Lack of top management support and attention. Innovating a business model requires changes that
affect multiple parts of the MNE



Designing the business model is a salient issue for international new ventures who are less
constrained by path dependencies and inertia than more established MNEs



Coordinating processes and resource deployment for implementing global business model is a
daunting challenge for almost all MNEs, including those established and experienced



Global business model implementation requires both global integration and control by corporate
headquarters (hoping to be seamlessly and flawlessly acted as the headquarters’ desired) and
decentralization & local adaptation to incentivize country managers & frontier executives

❑

Cross-border transferability of resources, processes, ideologies & values can
be full of difficulty, dissuading global business model

❑

Dynamism and complexity in global competition and institutional environment
overseas may be underestimated, deterring value appropriation in int’l market

❑

Global business model is always built on interconnectivity and synchronization
between headquarters and foreign subunits and among foreign subunits. This
can be a huge obstacle for MNEs

Cross-Border Transferability
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An MNE is likely to adopt the similar business model in different foreign
markets (business model across-border transferability) when:
▪
▪

▪

▪

▪

▪

▪
▪

Market conditions and competitive landscapes are similar to those at home
Consumer demands and industrial forces are similar to those at home
A focal business model has been successful and sustainable, giving the MNE
unique experience and position to replicate it in other countries
The MNE is able to transfer, develop or acquire essential resources, tangible and
intangible, that are necessary for implementing the said business model
The MNE well versed in serving and targeting the same segment of customers is
more likely to replicate the same business model
Regulatory, cognitive and normative forces that are similar to those at home will
prompt using the similar business models
CVP is not well-received by new country consumers
Cultural distance and institutional distance matter

Scrutinizing Process from Global Business Model
to Global Competitiveness
101
❖ Global competitiveness mandates a working global business model that features:
❖
❖

❖
❖

Sustainability
Creativity
Peculiarity
Reachability

❖ Global competitiveness requires a working global business model that is underpinned by:
❖
❖
❖

Capability Possession
Capability Deployment
Capability Upgrading

Value proposition
Value creation/delivery
Value capture/appropriation

❖ Global competitiveness necessitates international executives constantly monitor the following

conditions that affect success of a working global business model:
❖
❖
❖
❖

Changes in demand, preference and utility function of target consumers/customers
Changes in eco-business system that supports business model implementation
Disrupt innovation or technological change that may incubate a new business model invented by rivals
Organizational memory and organizational renewal needed to keep business model inheritably continued

HOW DEMOGRAPHIC CHALLENGES AFFECT BUSINESS MODEL
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▪

Demographics are one of the most influential factors that determine the success of a country and
the strategies and behaviors of firms competing in this country

▪

The outlook for the world’s demographics, EM in particular, has changed and become more
nuanced. Some EMs (Africa and India) grow fast in population, becoming a major threat
combined with dwindling natural resources such as water and arable land. Other EMs are now
faced with aging and declining populations

▪

MNEs need to respond to these challenges
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Country selection
Market and risks analysis
Workforce management
Stakeholder relationships
Global CSR and society
Demographic and social risks in IB

Demographic changes affect business model
Opportunities
Threats

Exploding
populations in
African and
Middle East
Uncertain
future for
unskilled
workers due
to pop.
growth,
automation &
AI

South Asia’s
rising
population
(India, Pakistan,
Bangladesh, Sri
Lanka

Population
decline in
Eastern Europe
and South
Korea, Taiwan
and Singapore

Uncontrolled
urbanization

Aging emerging
markets

Country Selection
Demand-side strategies
Foreign Workforce
Management
Global CSR & Societal
Impact
Foreign Stakeholder
Relationship
Social Risks
Within-country
differences
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#5
RESILIENCE, ADAPTABILITY
AND AMBIDEXTERITY

STRATEGIC RESILIENCE
▪

Strategic resilience pertains to a firm’s distinctive capabilities to withstand and rapidly recover
from operational disruptions or hardships that significantly impede its core businesses and
corporate performance. It’s about ability to bounce back from hardship and about the quality of
“bending without breaking”

▪

Resilience exists when facing adversity and hardship. Strategic flexibility or adaptability
differs, denoting a firm’s ability to respond to a dynamic environment in order to reap
opportunities and neutralize threats

▪

It also differs from agility - a firm’s ability to move quickly and easily. It deals more with a firm’s
organizational structure and decision-making smoothness and quickness

▪

Strategic flexibility encompasses organizational agility and operational adaptation to new
changes in task and institutional environments

▪

Resilience needs flexibility but more. It needs corporate “mental” toughness (part of corporate
culture, values, credo or ideology, viewing disasters and suffering as an opportunity to make it
stronger), resources and experience, high quality external networks and partnerships, sufficient
structural agility, and pragmatic and effective leadership resilience

▪

Strategic resilience is beyond rebounding from ONE crisis or one setback. It’s about continuously
anticipating, preparing and adjusting to deep, secular trends that can permanently impair a
firm’s core business

2

STRATEGIC RESILIENCE
Hardship is not new nor uncommon, yet businesses confront some new forms of adversity
and hardship, such as:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Dark-side of growing interdependences (e.g., global supply chain dependence)
Unaddressed problems in global connectivity (e.g., cyberattack and information security)
Terrorism
Institutional and regulatory deterrence (e.g., “national security”)
Climate risk and natural disasters (e.g., physical hazards and socioeconomic impacts)
Global geopolitics commotions (e.g., trade tensions and stigmatization)
Constant competitive and technological disruptions (e.g., retailors’ struggles)
Public health crisis (e.g., coronavirus pandemic)

Adversity comes from inside too:
▪
▪
▪

▪

Leadership collapse
Corporate scandals, contagion and downhill, reputational fragility
Product failure and mass recalls
Fraudulent and illicit corporate conduct

3

A Framework of Loose Coupling-Based Resilience
More external
& internal
environmenta
l complexity

Key MacroInterconnecti
ons

Moderating
conditions
Add: economic
attachment

Strategic Resilience

▪ Global supply
chain diversity
▪ Power in
global ecosystems
▪ Controlling
critical
resources
▪ Prioritizing
digital channels

More:
▪ Corporate
culture

▪ Trust
▪ Experience
▪ Boundaryspanning ability
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Organizational Ambidexterity
108
➢ Given the complexity of global business environments, it becomes more important to

simultaneously balancing seemingly contradictory forces and needs - shifting from trade-off
(either/or) to paradoxical (both/and) thinking

➢ Ambidexterity leverages and combines the advantages of two desperate forces or strategies. If

managing properly, there are synergistic or complementary gains from the simultaneous
pursuit

➢ Ambidexterity creates following gains and benefits for the firm
➢

It offers more growth-opportunities while allowing the firm to maintain stability

➢

It provides more strategic options while allowing the firm to gain from experience

➢

It improves the task and institutional environments where business stakeholders are more
cooperative

➢

It enhances the sustainability and durability of firm growth and evolution

ORGANIATIONAL AMBIDEXTERITY

Global Organizational Ambidexterity (GOA)
1.

Growth ambidexterity
1.
2.
3.
4.

2.

Capability ambidexterity
1.
2.
3.
4.

3.

Exploration and exploitation
In-house resources and open resources
Development and outsourcing
Transactional and relational competence **

Contextual ambidexterity
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

4.

Short-tem and long-term **
Stability and adaptability
Organic growth and acquisitions
Low cost & customer satisfaction

Domestic market and foreign market (in-shore vs. out-shore)
Compliance and influence (co-evolution) **
Contracting and trust building **
Localization and globalization
Competition & collaboration with business stakeholders **

Structural ambidexterity
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Structuration and flexibility
Authorization (delegation) and authoritarianism (control)
Integration and disaggregation
Secrecy and transparency
Liability of newness (foreignness) and advantage of newness (foreignness)
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Theorizing Global Ambidexterity
- Antecedent Factors
110
➢ Global ambidexterity is prompted by several classes of antecedents including (i)

market conditions (ii) competitive dynamics (iii) organizational needs, and (iv)
resources and capabilities
➢ Market conditions
➢
Global connectivity (digitized globalization)
➢
High speed and velocity
➢
New consumerism and new responsiveness requirements
➢
Co-existence of market opportunities and threats in critical emerging markets
➢
Co-existence of “flatness” and “spikiness” in globalization
➢
New geopolitics in both developed and developing nations and their relationships
➢
Availability of global open resources, open innovation, and open platforms
➢
Converging mingling between “new” economy and “old” economy in global businesses
➢ Competitive dynamics
➢
New forms of global competition (digitized micro-MNEs and INVs)
➢
New players of global competition (e.g., emerging market MNEs)
➢
Competing pressure for seemingly disparate requirements

Theorizing Global Ambidexterity
- Antecedent Factors
111
➢ Global ambidexterity is prompted by several classes of antecedents including (i)

market conditions (ii) competitive dynamics (iii) organizational needs, and (iv)
resources and capabilities
➢ Organizational mandates/needs
➢
Competing pressures from shareholders and stakeholders
➢
Competing mandates from “insiders” and “outsiders”
➢
Competing demands from harvesting opportunities vs. circumventing risks
➢
Competing needs from exploration and exploitation

➢ Firm resources and capabilities
➢
Constraints in developing own capabilities and resources
➢
Difficulties in making dynamic capabilities actionable in reality
➢
Duality of specialization and outsourcing approaches
➢
Joint requirements for capability building inside the house and capability utilization from outside

Theorizing Global Ambidexterity
- Interfaces between global strategy and organizational behavior
112
➢

Global ambidexterity is an excellent area to study interfaces between strategic behavior and
organizational behavior in international business

➢

Global ambidexterity involves a host of global strategic decisions, from glocalization issues, global
R&D, utilizing internal vs. external resources, capability building vs. deployment, specialization vs.
offshoring, and the like

➢

But this ambidexterity also hinges on support from organizational structure, organizational
control, autonomy delegation, structural coordination among submits, global compliance, and
human capital management

➢

We need to know better how global strategies are buttressed by organizational behavior on one
hand (normatively, they should be mutually reinforcing), and how global strategies also change
organizational behavior subsequently

➢

Global ambidexterity provides numerous new inquiries on the said interface, such as structural
resilience, hub prevalence, flagship subsidiaries, reverse adaptation, reverse learning

Theorizing Flexibility and Resilience
113
➢

Strategic flexibility has been widely used to denote a firm’s ability to respond to a dynamic competitive
environment in order to reap opportunities and neutralize threats

➢

Usually developed through a combination of flexible organizational structure, resource slack, and a diverse
portfolio of strategic options, flexibility enables firms to manage uncertain and fast-occurring opportunities and
threats, and to align properly with the national and international circumstances confronting them

➢

In one stream, the emphasis is on the ability to reallocate and reconfigure resources quickly and smoothly. In a
second stream, the main focus is on the ability of firms to quickly and frequently change strategies and
offerings in product markets. And in yet another stream, researchers pay attention to the flexibility of
managerial processes of coordination and transformation. All these actually matter

➢

Most prior empirical research emphasizes the positive effect of flexibility on performance. But this can be
questioned because it is likely that such positive effect will sustain or decline as flexibility continues to increase
because flexibility can incur costs and risks in organizing, governing, coordinating internal and external
activities of value chain

➢

Defined multi-dimensionally, strategic flexibility comprises the input side (resource flexibility), process side
(development flexibility), and output side (market flexibility) of the possible strategies firms can adopt in
dynamic and uncertain environments

Theorizing Flexibility and Resilience
114
➢

Resilience differs from flexibility though they share a lot. Resilience pertains to an MNE’s capacity to
recover quickly from difficulties. Resilience exists when facing adversity. Global success has been
increasingly fragile

➢

Hardship is common, and more so for MNEs. It comes from either outside (markets, governments, law,
regulations, or other external coercive institutional forces) or from inside (leadership collapse,
corporate scandals and downhill, product failure and mass recalls, etc.)

➢

Resilience needs flexibility but goes beyond. It needs corporate “mental” toughness (part of corporate
culture, values, credo or ideology), slack of corporate strengths and capabilities, reservoir of high
quality external networks and relationships, leadership resilience, organizational ability to respond to
changes

➢

Resilience and stability is also an illustration of one dimension of global ambidexterity

➢

Strategic agility is often used too. Agility focus a firm’s ability to move quickly and easily. It deals more
with a firm’s organizational structure (including information flow) and decision-making smoothness
and quickness, while flexibility (the quality of bending easily, without breaking) broadens by
incorporating not only structural agility but also operational and technological innovativeness and
responsiveness to new changes
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#6
MNE AND GLOBAL SOCIETY

MNE and Global Society
116
Macro-level

Economic growth
(e.g., Investment, innovation, technology
transfer, training, upgrading)

Poverty reduction
(e.g., local jobs, education, infrastructure, cooperation
with NGO and government)

Economic order
(e.g., industry standard, behavioral norm, fair
trade & FDI promotion)

Micro-level

Global CSR

Business ethics

Global stakeholders

MNE Social Responsibilities
117
▪

Globalization has increased calls for MNEs to use their resources to alleviate a
wide variety of social problems

▪

Globalization has resulted in the proliferation of new laws and regulations that
direct business activities to address diverse social problems

▪

MNE’s corporate social responsibility is typically focused on the relationships
with several major stakeholders—namely, host governments, the public, business
partners, consumers and employees

Global Guidelines & Mandates
118

Global guidelines by which MNEs measure their social responsibility
include the:

Environment

Internal Management

Supply-chain Management

Information Disclosure

Hiring Practices

Charitable Donations

Community Relations

MNE AND GLOBAL SOCIETY – RESEARCH STREAMS
▪

Juxtaposition:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

▪

Justice:
▪
▪
▪
▪

▪

Global CSR vs. Local CSR (e.g., Trump’s nationalism)
Short term CSR vs. long term CSR
Shareholder interests vs. stakeholder interests
Home country compliance vs. host country compliance
Costs and benefits of corporate compliance

Justice with home and foreign society
Justice with exchanging organizations
Justice with stakeholders
Justice within the MNE and with global workforce

Legitimization:
▪
▪
▪

▪
▪
▪

Global reputation
Co-evolution with local economic and societal development
Harmonization of global compliance
Corporate illegality and illicit behavior and consequences
Corporate governance and MNE legitimization
Global strategy and global CSR
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#6
GLOBAL STRATEGY, CORPORATE
GOVERNANCE & FINANCIAL
MARKETS

Interfaces between global strategy,
corporate governance and financial market
121

CORPORATE GOVERNANCE FOR MNES
122
MNE parent
Parent CG
depends:

CG Issues
▪ Ownership
concentration
▪ Institutional
investment
▪ Foreign strategic
investorship
▪ Board
composition
▪ Management
compensation
▪ Directorate
interlocking
▪ Market pressure
▪ Chairmanship
duality
▪ Insiderness

Corporate
history
Home country
institutions
Global
control
It depends:
mandates
Cross or
multi-listing
Int’l
experience in
CG
Global
connectivity

Parent CG
affects:
Global
transparency
Global
monitoring

MNE subsidiaries
Strategic
considerations
by parent:

Subsidiary
CG depends:

Leverage
Legitimacy
Linkage

Legal status

Parentsubsidiary
relationship
Long-termism
Global
planning &
decision
making

MNE Entry
mode &
ownership
Strategic
assignment
by MNEs

Subsidiary
role:
Representation
Conformity

Interdependence
with MNE
system

Subsidiary
CG affects:
Local
mandates
Subsidiary
voicing &
global
participation
Governance
ties with
parent
MNE
orchestration

International Dimensions
of corporate governance for MNEs
123

Foreign
representation in
ownership & boards
Parent’s CG model
diffusion and
dominance

Tw0-tier (even 3tier or 4-tier)
governance
Global
harmonization of CG
practice within an
MNE

CG transnationality
Cross & multilisting

Global corporate
compliance and CSR
Parent control &
parent-subsidiary
ties

Global integration
and collaboration
Foreign subunit
selling off, spinning
off, listing & equity
investment in other
local entities

Country-level CG differences vs. MNE strategies
124

Example 1: Clinching Corporate Governance and Global Strategy:
An Effect of International Experience
125
I envision that an MNE’s multi-dimensional international experience in corporate governance – that
is:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

board members’ global experience
having a global advisory board or not
offshore listing of parent
Offshore listing of subsidiaries
having foreign subsidiary executives in the parent board
chairman and CEO’s international experience

can affect the MNE’s global strategies not only in terms of entry aggressiveness (mode, timing, scale,
and spread-ness) but global resource sharing and knowledge orchestration as well as autonomy
delegation unfolding after entry
Said briefly, the above governance-related international experience nurtures juxtaposed fulfilment of
global integration and local responsiveness, a central issue in global strategy

Example 2: Who, and when and where, should let their foreign
subsidiaries go public?
126
I submit that IPO listing flagship subsidiaries is a strategic choice, alongside with institutional reasons in
both host and home countries (even more so for EMNEs). To choose which stock exchange to go bears both
strategic and institutional logic, beyond financial. This exemplifies interdisciplinary research connecting
global strategy, corporate governance and capital markets (finance) we have often overlooked
An institution-based view:
▪
▪

▪

An MNE’s home country has tough financial, legal, regulatory and administrative hurdles, thus let one or more of
its flagship subsidiaries to go public, diverting and diversifying home pressures
Main host countries/foreign governments have tough, and even discriminatory, policies against the MNE which
respond by listing one or more of its flagship subsidiaries in one of such countries or in another gateway country or
economy for listing in a target exchange
MNEs need to comply host country’s coercive or regulatory rule, such as antitrust mandates, making the parent
firm smaller (financially, legally and organizationally) through offshore spinning off

A strategic choice view:
▪

▪
▪

MNEs list their flagship subsidiaries for strategic reasons: (1) enhance the flagship subsidiary’s global centre or
global hub’s role (2) streamline management and governance of the parent firm (3) rationalize decision-making
and reduce autocracy (4) solidify global equity financing and (5) bolster global reputation and global experience
When, where or even whom (subsidiary) should go public is also a strategic choice, involving considerations in
host country institutional mandates, parent-subsidiary links, subsidiary capabilities and contributions, and alike
How much ownership the MNE parent will retain, to the degree legally allowed, is both a strategic and financial
leverage, with higher ownership when the subsidiary is more important to the parent

Example 3: How does the two-tier governance system really work?
127
I propose that an MNE’s two-tier governance (relationships between parent board and subsidiary board) can
complicate the MNE’s global governance, thus increasing corresponding governance cost, if not properly
designed
It can alienate some critical subsidiaries from the parent’s mandates if the parent loses control or influence
over subsidiary board. For subsidiary board composition and operation, headquarters should treat it as
important, if not more, as the selection, management and development as subsidiary leadership, in order to
tame principle-agency costs (between subsidiary TMT and subsidiary board) and principle-principle costs
(between parent and local board who represent local investors by large)
The two-tier system will not work when
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

(1) subsidiary boards have different views, agenda and priorities from those of parent boards (principleprinciple costs)
(2) institutional (formal and informal) distance between home and host countries is greater
(3) subsidiaries are located in regions where corporate governance norms differ from parent country’s
(4) chairman of subsidiary BOD is not the MNE’s personnel
(5) subsidiary boards lack members who are versed in international experience and global mindset

MNEs should dominant ownership control over critical subsidiaries in critical markets where local BOC is
legally compulsory and restrictive

GLOBAL STRATEGY AND FINANCIAL MARKETS
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▪

MNEs are not only debtors but investors in international capital markets

▪

MNE corporate offices are increasingly becoming investment holding companies, and their
subsidiaries becoming legally and operationally independent entities

▪

MNEs are much more proactive today to invest in other companies, particularly global business
ecosystem partners, to buy equity shares or bonds, for many strategic reasons

▪

Participating in international capital markets has become a profit-making machine too in addition to
conventional portfolio and financial reasons

▪

Cross-border M&As and global business eco-system building motivate MNEs to participate more
actively in international capital markets as investors and debtors

▪

MNEs’ greater participation in international capital markets fosters further integration of
international capital markets and global real economy, which in turn helps reduce capital market
uncertainty and bolster diversity of participants

▪

Continuous development of international capital markets, opening up of developing country capital
markets, global integration of these capital markets, and relaxation of financial regulations have been
external driving forces as well

Global Strategy and Financial Markets
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▪

Global capital markets are increasingly integrated. More firms, parents or their flagship subsidiaries, are more
active today, becoming public by listing in foreign stock markets

▪

IPO listing in a major foreign stock market can bring in following benefits:
▪
▪
▪
▪

Increasing low-cost capital
Boosting reputation, legitimacy and image in both home and foreign markets
Reducing financial costs for future capital needs in terms of obtaining loans and notes
Increasingly visibility and analyst coverage

See Bell, Filotchev & Aquilera. 2014: Corporate governance and investors’ perceptions of foreign IPO value: An institutional
perspective. AMJ, 57(1): 301-320;
Bell, Filatochev, & Rasheed, 2012. The liability of foreignness in capital markets: Sources and remedies. JIBS, 43(2): 107-122;
Moore, Bell, Filatochev & Rasheed. 2012. Foreign IPO capital market choice: Understanding the institutional fit of corporate
governance. SMJ, 33: 914-937
Bell, Moore & Filatotchev, 2012. Strategic and institutional effects on foreign IPO performance: Examining the impact of country
of origin, corporate governance, and host country effects. JBV, 27: 197-216
Bell, Moore & Al-Shammari, 2008. Country of origin and foreign IPO legitimacy: Understanding the role of geographic scope and
insider ownership, ETP, 32(1): 185-202

GLOBAL STRATEGY AND FINANCIAL MARKETS
Key research questions:
1.

Pattern of successful MNEs in participating in international capital markets
1.
2.
3.

Forms and diversity of participation
Strategic intent behind participation
Outcome of different participating strategies

2. Global strategy and participation in international capital markets
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Type of global strategy vs. participation scale, forms and diversity
Global expansion scale and speed vs. capital market participation
When as investors, and when as debtors, and where
Corporate orientation (innovativeness, risk-taking, entrepreneurial, etc.) vs. capital market participation
Global market power and market position (leaders vs. followers) vs. capital market participation

3. Global structure and governance and participation in international capital markets
1.
2.
3.

Global corporate governance vs. capital market participation
Organizational structure vs. capital market participation
CEO compensation and capital market participation
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Foreign Subsidiary Restructuring

Corporate foreign
borrowing strategies

1. Global growth and performance

Moderating conditions
1.
Institutions
2.
Global corporate governance
3.
MNE structure & subsidiary role
4.
International experience
5.
Leadership and TMT
6.
Global compliance, CSR accountability
7.
Financial exposure & global financial
market uncertainty
8. Firm dependence on foreign resources
and foreign markets

Int’l taxation strategies

1. Global initiatives and mandates in int’l
growth & capability building overseas
2. Type of global integration strategy
(transnational, multi-domestic & global)
3. MNEs’ strategic orientation (organic growth
vs. alliances, competitive aggressiveness,
futurity, innovativeness)
4. Global resource slack and capability
endowment
5. Market power in global competition

Locational divergence of investing entity, subsidiary entity & tax entity
2. Transfer pricing & use tax heavens

MNE strategies affect global finance
issues too:

1.

2. Global strategies in R&D, M&A, location,
scale, speed
3. Dynamic capability building & deployment
4. Global orchestration, control and risk
management
5. Opportunity seeking & asset seeking
6. Business & geographic diversification

Foreign portfolio
investment strategies

1. Where to borrow
2. Which foreign currency
3. When to borrow
4. How much to borrow
5. How to borrow (bond or loan)
6. From whom (bank, PE, HE;
private vs. gov)
7. Global financing diversity

1. Form (equity share, control
& vote power)
2. Scale (FDI vs. FII ratio)
3. Where and in whom
4. Partnership with financial
institutions
5. Effect of global capital
market connectivity

Global finance
portfolio strategies

Internal control, risk
and governance

1. Borrowing portfolio
2. Security investment
portfolio
3. Business portfolio vs.
finance portfolio alignment
4. Geographic portfolio vs.
finance portfolio alignment
5. Currency portfolio

1. Managing cross-border lending
2. Default risk of corporate
borrowing, leverage and solvency
3. A firm’s vulnerability to
contagion
4. Credit rating and grade
5. Institutional and geographic
diversity of lenders

6. Shadow banking loans

Retained earning strategies
1.
2.

% of MNE’s retained earnings used for int’l growth
% of foreign subsidiary’s retained earnings used for
local growth vs. remittance home

Using intermediary financial agencies

IF affects MNE strategies:

Diversity and density links with these professional institutions
2. Forms of partnerships with these agencies
3. Reputation and rank of these agencies

Global strategic finance

1. Foreign subsidiary valuation
Multi-rounds financing, share dilution & control
Selling off, spinning off, equity transfer, buy back

1.

2.
3.
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1.

IB strategies below
affect global finance
issues (right) too:

3. MNEs’ strategic orientation
(organic growth vs. alliances,
competitive aggressiveness,
futurity, innovativeness)
4. Global resource slack and
capability endowment
5. Market power in global
competition

Int’l taxation strategies

2. Type of global integration
strategy (transnational, multidomestic & global)

3. Use of tax heavens

in int’l growth & capability
building overseas

Locational divergence of investing entity, subsidiary entity & tax entity
2. Taxation exposure & Transfer pricing

1. Global initiatives and mandates

Corporate foreign
borrowing strategies

Foreign portfolio
investment strategies

1. Where to borrow
2. Which foreign currency
3. When to borrow
4. How much to borrow
5. How to borrow (bond, note,
or loan)
6. From whom (bank, PE, HE;
private vs. gov)

1. Form (equity share, control
& vote power)
2. Scale (FDI vs. FII ratio)
3. Where and in whom
4. Partnership with financial
institutions
5. Effect of global capital
market connectivity

Global finance
portfolio strategies

Internal control, risk
and governance

1. Borrowing portfolio
2. Security investment
portfolio
3. Business portfolio vs.
finance portfolio alignment
4. Geographic portfolio vs.
finance portfolio alignment
5. Currency portfolio

1. Managing cross border lending
2. Default risk of corporate
borrowing, leverage and solvency
3. A firm’s vulnerability to
contagion
4. Credit rating and grade
5. Institutional and geographic
diversity of lenders

6. Shadow banking loans

Retained earning strategies
1.
2.

% of MNE’s retained earnings used for int’l growth
% of foreign subsidiary’s retained earnings used for
local growth vs. remittance home

Diversity and density links with these professional institutions
2. Forms of partnerships with these agencies
3. Effect of global reputation and rank of these agencies

3.

1.

Global strategic
finance

1. Foreign subsidiary valuation
Multi-rounds financing, valuation & control
Selling off, spinning off, equity transfer, buy back

Using intermediary financial & accounting agencies

2.
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1.

Moderating conditions
incompatibility, dynamism, distance)
2. Global corporate governance

5. Market power in global competition
6. International experience
7. Leadership and TMT
8. Global compliance, CSR accountability
9. Organizational culture
10. Information system for global
operations
11. Financial exposure & global financial
market uncertainty
12. An MNE’s dependence on foreign
resources and foreign markets

Int’l taxation strategies

4. MNE’s organizational structure,
autonomy delegation, regional vs. global
orientation

3. Use of tax heavens

3. Industrial and competitive dynamics

Locational divergence of investing entity, subsidiary entity & tax entity
2. Taxation exposure & Transfer pricing

1. Institutional complexity (diversity,

Corporate foreign
borrowing strategies

Foreign portfolio
investment strategies

1. Where to borrow
2. Which foreign currency
3. When to borrow
4. How much to borrow
5. How to borrow (bond, note,
or loan)
6. From whom (bank, PE, HE;
private vs. gov)

1. Form (equity share, control
& vote power)
2. Scale (FDI vs. FII ratio)
3. Where and in whom
4. Partnership with financial
institutions
5. Effect of global capital
market connectivity

Global finance
portfolio strategies

Internal control, risk
and governance

1. Borrowing portfolio
2. Security investment
portfolio
3. Business portfolio vs.
finance portfolio alignment
4. Geographic portfolio vs.
finance portfolio alignment
5. Currency portfolio

1. Managing cross border lending
2. Default risk of corporate
borrowing, leverage and solvency
3. A firm’s vulnerability to
contagion
4. Credit rating and grade
5. Institutional and geographic
diversity of lenders

6. Shadow banking loans

Retained earning strategies
1.
2.

% of MNE’s retained earnings used for int’l growth
% of foreign subsidiary’s retained earnings used for
local growth vs. remittance home

Diversity and density links with these professional institutions
2. Forms of partnerships with these agencies
3. Effect of global reputation and rank of these agencies

3.

1.

Global strategic
finance

1. Foreign subsidiary valuation
Multi-rounds financing, valuation & control
Selling off, spinning off, equity transfer, buy back

Using intermediary financial & accounting agencies

2.
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#8
ORGANIZING BOUNDARY-CROSSING
MNES
UNDER NEW GLOBAL NORMAL

ORGANIZING GLOBAL BUSINESSES
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▪

Global connectivity compels MNEs to organize global operations in ways that are fast,
integrated, streamlined and harvesting (FISH)

▪

Connectivity capability can help MNES to build more strategic and structural resilience into
organizations

▪

Connectivity necessitates a streamlined structure within the organization, orchestrating not
only with external partners but internal functions. A global Intranet accessible by all global
employees, for example, is now popularly used by many MNEs. This helps create global, virtual
organizations with team members around the world who meet via various virtual tools

▪

A streamlined structure together with superior connectivity capability supports the firm to
accomplish this goal. MNEs must deal with a diversity of network participants and an intricate
web of inter- and intra-firm linkages

ORGANIZING GLOBAL BUSINESSES
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▪

In this complex landscape, connectivity capabilities are central to orchestrating global
coordination and local adaptation. Frontier subsidiaries in various hubs or countries can move
faster in local responsiveness with support of connectivity platforms

▪

Harvesting means that global connectivity helps MNEs to be in a better position in capitalizing
on existing capabilities and resources both beyond and within the organization

▪

Connectivity allows the MNE to identify a set of needed resources available in the global market
that it can acquire, purchase or license and to combine these resources in a way that is creatively
and speedily adaptive to market requirements

▪

Harvesting emphasizes speedy exploitation and utilization of globally available capabilities and
resources to be creatively combined with existing capabilities within the firm

ORGANIZING GLOBAL BUSINESSES
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▪

Connectivity propels some changes in organizing global operations. First, it drives the prevalence
of using global hubs that simultaneously leverage CRM (connectivity, resources, and market)
advantages

▪

Connectivity significantly shapes how MNEs organize global value chain. After years of choosing
production locations largely on the basis of where low-cost labor is available, global connectivity
prompts MNEs to give greater weight to such factors as connectivity with other countries, ICT
infrastructure, logistics costs, lead time, productivity, consumer preferences, proximity to other
operations of the company, and the like

▪

Connectivity also pushes MNEs to locate key activities closer to demand

▪

Last, connectivity makes global value chain more open-ended, loosely coupled, with more
partners that cooperate in the value chain network

ORGANIZING GLOBAL BUSINESSES
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▪

Chief among essential capabilities for organizing global business under global connectivity is the
firm’s orchestration capability

▪

Connectivity capability is only a part of orchestration capability, and orchestration capability is
then a part of dynamic capability for MNEs

▪

Orchestration capability means an MNE’s ability to pursue an opportunity not by controlling all
the required resources and competencies but by assembling, organizing, synthesizing and
integrating all globally available resources including those from open markets, network partners,
and the firm itself

▪

Clearly, orchestration capability is firm-specific, difficult to imitate, and proprietary.
Orchestration requires the MNE’s tacit expertise and involves procedural and process knowledge

▪

It relies on the recognition and management of interdependencies both inside the firm and with
external network partners

Boundary-crossing and global assemblage
139
▪

I introduce a new concept of GLOBAL ASSEMBLAGE that describes 3-dimensional boundary crossing –
technological crossing, industrial crossing, and geographic crossing – that prevails and permeates essentially in every
MNE, small and large, nascent and established. Assemblage is similar to collage, a two-dimensional medium

▪

It captures:
▪
▪
▪

▪

(1) intelligently crossing
(2) creatively assembling
(3) Deploying, configuring and reconfiguring in offering

It has three conceptual properties:
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.

It is deliberate, with a series of planning, designs, platform building, iterative development, process improvement,
and continuous innovation
It is global, with worldwide scope and reach in identifying and leveraging boundary-crossing opportunities, in
acquiring key resources and human capital to materialize creative assemblage, and in deploying, diffusing and
capitalizing upgraded assemblage offering
It is innovative, with assemblage being a creative, forward-looking, a close-loop recursive process, which mandates
organizationally distinctive capabilities, routines and policies, and hence it is FSA
It is open, using global open resources, partners, ecosystems, and countries for both input and output ends
It is 3D, simultaneously conducting technological, industrial and geographic crossing for most MNEs (varying
weights)
It is iterative, thus a continuously evolving, internally reconfiguring, and globally orchestrated process

Boundary-crossing and global assemblage
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Why so?

Why today?

Value to
customers
Speed
Cost saving

Compelling
forces
Nurturing
forces

Boundary-crossing and global assemblage
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Connectivity
capability
Configurational
capability
Orchestration
capability

Value
proposition
Global scale &
scope
Creative &
iterative

Transnational solution
(flagships, global hubs & parental
influence)

Network solution
(alliance portfolio, supplier portfolio,
technology portfolio)

Platform solution
(core offering, core tech, core capability)

Boundary-crossing and global assemblage
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Why is global assemblage becoming so important?
▪

Winning global competition today is not just about developing resources, but utilize, and most importantly,
creatively integrate all globally available resources

▪

“Industry” and “market” definitions have become more fluid than ever before – technological development,
together with two converging forces (globalization and digitization), cause sectors to appear, disappear, and marge.
Such effects quickly spread and diffuse across countries, reducing frictional, transactional costs in conventional IB
theories

▪

Availability of advanced global open resources, suppliers, partners and networks, coupled with digitally
revolutionized means (e.g., ubiquity of mobile interfaces and growing power of AI) makes global assemblage easier
to accomplish, in connecting with both global supply side and with global demand side

▪

As technologies are diffusively used and combined across many industries, and as boundaries between industry
sectors and geographic regions continue to blur, MNEs will face off against companies and industries they never
previously viewed as competitors

▪

MNEs need to redefine their global strategies not by how they play against traditional rivals but by how effective
they are in preparing and competing within rapidly emerging ecosystems, comprising a variety of businesses from
dimensionally different sectors and countries

Boundary-crossing and global assemblage
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Global assemblage is not just a fundamental strategy but a form of creative art
▪

Succeeding for nondigital (traditional) businesses in digital marketplaces (output side) and digital-enabled
innovation (input side) require these traditional businesses to stretch beyond their existing core capabilities by
innovatively utilizing and combing all available, externally and internally, resources and capabilities, including
board-crossing technologies

▪

MNEs, then, are not just amalgams but orchestrators who connect the dots – for example, linking all possible
producers with global customers, predicting the needs of customers, offering a truly integrated, end-to-end digital
experience, and building a global value chain ecosystem around the firm

▪

Global assemblage takes advantage of convergence or transvergence of technologies, industries and borders under
newer, broader, and more dynamic (often more intricate) alignments – cross-border and cross-boundary
ecosystems that are highly customer-centric aiming at total experience through a single or fewer access gateway,
heightened value-price ratio, and faster adaptation

▪

Designing and developing core value propositions will take so much more than assemblage – market intelligence,
business model innovation, configurational innovation, global scale vs. local adaptation, and alike

▪

Paradoxically, sustaining global competitive advantages will depend much also on “soft” competencies in global
assemblage – brands, loyalty, emotions the product can inspire, organizing capabilities, global vision, among others
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#9
EMERGING MARKET
RESEARCH

Next Decade Extension
▪ Emerging Markets
▪

Dynamism
▪
▪
▪

▪

▪
▪

Institutional complexity
Market heterogeneity
Transferability of working strategies

Comparativeness
▪
▪
▪

▪

Shifting competitive landscapes
Shifting institutional landscapes
Shifting dominant strategies used by MNEs competing in foreign emerging markets

Complexity
▪

▪
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Differences among emerging economies
Different strategies by Western MNEs operating in different emerging markets
Distinctions of emerging market MNEs

New Areas for Theoretic Extension:
▪
▪
▪
▪

Comparative IB strategies by MNEs or local firms in different emerging markets
Post-entry winning strategies by Western MNEs
Organizing and orchestrating global operations by emerging market MNEs
Winning strategies in global competition by emerging market firms

Emerging markets-based global strategy
146
MNEs competing in emerging markets

1. From foreign investors to strategic insiders
and now to global contributors
2. Dynamic capability (new capability building)
3. Ambidexterity, adaptation and resilience

Internationalization of emerging
market firms
1. Geographic and cultural diversity
2. Compositional international strategy
3. Post-entrance orchestration/integration
4. Home country-host country links
5. Int’l new ventures

Comparative studies between Western
MNEs and EM MNEs and among EM MNEs

1. Comparative strengths and weaknesses
2. Comparative strategies in EM
3. Comparative strategies in the same foreign
market

MNEs in Foreign Emerging Markets
147
▪

MNEs in foreign emerging markets are undergoing three Rs nowadays - Renewing, Reorganizing
and Rejuvenating

▪

Most of them have been operating in these markets for 2-3 decades, and accordingly experiencing
fundamental strategic and structural changes and reorganizing, from business diversification
or divestiture to re-composition of local operations and functions and changes of leadership

▪

They are no longer “foreign” but instead “strategic insiders”, actively and extensively localizing
essentially every major value-adding activities such as R&D, key components, distribution, customer
financing, through all major forms of modes including M&As, wholly owned, joint ventures, crosslicensing, co-manufacturing, and cooperative alliances

▪

They are also localizing management and organization. Some of these MNEs have established hostcountry national headquarters or hubs in key EM to consolidate many common functions such as
PR, training, compliance, financing and procurement policies, etc.

▪

They are undergoing changes from strategic insiders now to global or regional contributors, not
only in terms of contributions in sales and profits but in terms of reverse transfer, reverse diffusion
and reverse innovation

MNEs competing in emerging markets

Shifting Competitive
Parameters

Shifting Institutional
Parameters

1. Shift from scant to strong

1. Shift from entrance to
operational restriction
2. Shift from separation
from to convergence with
domestic policies
3. Shift from national-level
to regional –level regulation
4. IPR and corruption are
long-lasting hurdles

competition
2. Shift from niche to
massive competition
3. Shift from single- to
multi-market competition
4. Shift from structural
similarity to multiplicity

Shifting Dominant Strategies
1. Shift from parent integration to national integration
2. Shift from production relocation to value chain
localization
3. Shift from competence transfer to competence building
4. Shift from competition to coopetition with business
community
5. Shift from repetition to adaptive diversification
6. Shift from alliance building to alliance restructuring

Changing economic and technological environments
148

Changing political and legal environments

Changing demographic & socio-cultural environments

Shift from “Foreign Investor” to “Strategic Insider” then
to “Global Contributor”

Internationalization of emerging market firms
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How geographic,
cultural, economic
and institutional
diversity work for EM
MNEs

Capability building
for nascent and
established EMNEs

Composition-based
international strategy
by EM MNEs: Motives,
processes &
mechanisms

OFDI for outbound domestic
consumption (outbound
tourism, outbound living,
outbound services for
inbound wealthy consumers)

Global orchestration by
EM MNEs: The role of
home base

Transferability of
home market
competitive
strategies

Future Research Directions on EM MNEs
Key Topics

Critical Research Questions
1.

Leverage
competitive
advantages vs.
compensate for
competitive
disadvantages

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Path departure vs.
path dependence;
Inward vs. outward
FDI;
Imitation vs.
innovation

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Contributions
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Ownership Advantage/Disadvantage

What are EMMNEs’ competitive strengths and ownership advantages
How do they deploy and utilize their advantages in a globally differentiated network
How do they use OFDI to compensate their competitive weaknesses or ownership
disadvantages, catch up and even transcend
Where and how do they simultaneously exploit advantages while acquire strategic assets
to fill their capability void
What are comparative competitive advantages between different emerging economy
enterprises
How do they transfer across borders their competitive advantages
Do they suffer liability of emergingness? If yes, how to cope
2. Process of Internationalization and Catch up

1.

Who, and when or where, are more apt to springboard and path departure behavior, and
who are more path dependent
Are they only radical in some entry decisions but evolutionary overall
How do inward and outward FDI reinforce each other and over time
How does international learning ensues and spurs catch up
How do they use acquisitions to catch up
How do they creatively utilize global resources to create advantages
How do they innovate through benchmarking, composition, integration
What can they learn from more established peers (e.g., Korean MNEs)

1.

2.
3.
4.

2.

3.
4.

Identify EMNEs’ unique
ownership advantages
Extend ownership advantage
perspective
Present a compensational view
of competitive disadvantages
Show transformation of
disadvantage and advantage

An evolutionary process with
radical steps view
A process view of using
internationalization as a
means, not end, to fortify
competitive advantages
A creative improvisation
perspective
Catch up process as core
competency and dynamic
capability

3. Institutions and Institutional Effect
Institutional
arbitrage vs.
institutional
escape;
Government
support vs.
hindrance

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Who (or when) are more likely to seek institutional arbitrage, and who (or when) will
pursue institutional escape? How do they fulfill these
How does the above work together with location choice, corporate political strategies and
a firm’s international development stage
What are firm-specific attributes that determine their vulnerability to home and hostcountry institutions and arbitraging needs
What are differentiated effects of formal and informal institutions? And even within
formal institutions (government effectiveness, political stability, legal protection, public
services, corruption)?
How do they deal with government (home and/or host) support in some areas but
hindrance in other areas at the same time, an issue of institutional complexity
Are they more organizationally resilient to difficult conditions overseas? If they do, how
do they accomplish this?

1.
2.
3.
4.

Institutional arbitrage as
EMNEs’ unique ability
A paradigm shift from
institutional voids to
institutional complexity
Strategic responses to
overseas institutional
complexity
Resilience view to deal with
global interconnectivity
institutional complexity

Future Research Directions on EM MNEs
4. Heterogeneity and Typology of EM MNEs
Organizational and
ownership type;
Destination country
type;
FDI goals and
objectives;
Big stars vs. small
startups

▪
▪
▪

▪
▪

How does their ownership (e.g., state vs.151
private) or organizational (e.g.,
nascent vs. established) type matter
How does destination country type (e.g., developing vs. advanced) matter
What are different strategic behaviors by firms under different typology or
identity?
Can we develop typology to study variance of EM MNEs along different home
countries, host countries, industries, capabilities, experience, ownership, FDI
goals, development stage, global status, and the like
What comparative lessons can we learn when EM MNEs compete against
other EM MNEs locally, regionally or internationally?

1.
2.
3.
4.

5. Host and Home Country Links and Global Orchestration
Importance of home
base;
Close-loop of hosthome links;
Integrating and
improvising global
resources;

▪

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

How do they use home base as a reservoir to absorb and assimilate global
resources, a testing field for business model and new products, a catapult of
global reach for their advantageous products and capabilities, and a pivotal
market for overall success
How do they create a virtuous cycle such that they use global resources to
upgrade home base and then use upgraded home base to further leverage
global opportunities
How do they differ from Western MNEs in global planning, orchestrating and
integrating geographically dispersed operations
Do they use unique approaches for global integration or local responsiveness
that are different from Western MNEs
Are there patterns that some EMNEs (e.g., China and India) are more home
based while others region-based (e.g., Latin MNEs) or global-based (e.g.,
Korea)
How does diversity (geographic, economic, institutional, cultural) affect their
home-host links and global orchestration
How do they build, organize and manage the link between home operations
and foreign operations? In what ways do they balance corporate centralization
and subsidiary decentralization

1.
2.
3.
4.

Taxonomical and
typological view of
EMMNEs
Comparative insights of
differing country
EMMNEs
An integrated view of
firm-specific strategic and
organizational behaviors
A differentiated view of
between and within EM
MNEs

A new look at home
country effect & base role
An upward spiral view of
EMMNEs’ home base
Operational links between
home and host country
operations
Global orchestration
processes, mechanisms
and consequences

An Upward Spiral Model

Stage of Internationalization
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Global catapulting with

stronger capabilities

Home-centered

capability upgrading

Capability
transfer to home
Radical OFDI
Inward

Internationalization

Time

Capability
Integration
Scale

An Upward Spiral Model
153
▪

An upward spiral model suggests that EM MNEs grow by a self-improving, positively reinforced multistage process that fortifies their essential capabilities needed in subsequent global competition.

▪

An early stage of internationalization from inward FDI to radical OFDI is used mainly not for global
competition but as a prominent means to improve their capabilities. However, as they transfer these
capabilities to home, augment existing capability and resource portfolios and bolster, and bolster
home-centered capability reservoir, they retake off as more capable global competitors. At this later
stage, global competition becomes an end, and capability argumentation is a means. Through such an
upward spiral or virtuous cycle, they become increasingly powerful in global competition

▪

Theoretic properties:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Strategically intentional
Positively influencing and fostering every next step
Sequential and dynamic process
Multiple stages and phases
Means-ends transition
Central role of home base
CIS (capability, integration and scale) increase as the firm moves each step forward
Global competitiveness is an ultimate goal

An Upward Spiral Model
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▪

An upward spiral model emphasizes the central role of home base for both capability
building/upgrading and market competition purposes

▪

There are several reasons
▪

▪
▪
▪
▪

▪

Their home base is large with huge potential
They are adept to institutional (formal and informal) environment there
Their technologies, products and even managerial styles suit home market consumers
They have successfully established eco-business system at home
It is much easier today for any companies to connect home with global than before

An upward spiral path is by no means linear nor can go off smoothly. It would instead run
enormous difficulties
▪
▪

▪

It requires effective global planning, which is often weak for EM MNEs
It requires cross-border integration of resources, knowledge and capabilities. Acquisition integration is
particularly a big challenge for them
Global orchestration is vital but difficult. This necessitates international experience, cross-border
monitoring, coordinating, and overhauling, cross-functional process integration, cultural intelligence,
and more

Growth of emerging market firms
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Compositional
strategy

Competitiveness and
catch-up

Organizational
ambidexterity

Institutional
complexity

Growth of emerging market firms
A CHINA Framework
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Combinative
Capability

Absorptive
Capability
EEE Competitive
Advantages

HardshipSurviving
Capability

• Cost
• Speed
• Ambidexterity
Networking
Capability

Intelligence
Capability

AAA Advantages
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Amalgamation (Assemblage)
▪

Amalgamation means EMNEs’ ability to creatively improvise and combine internal and external
resources (including those from global open markets) that are available to them, creating impressive
price-value ratio suited to mass global and domestic consumers who are generally cost-sensitive

▪

EMNEs generally have competitive disadvantages in global brands, core technologies, high-end
customer bases, and original innovation compared with AMNEs. What they are good at, however, is
sharpened skills in improvising all existing and available resources, combining new product features
and functions in a cost-effective fashion, and responding quickly to mass market needs

▪

Amalgamation involves identification (detecting needed resources and amalgamation opportunities),
composition (combining technologies, resources, product features and functions), and exploitation
(use a mixture of competitive means such as combined low cost, extended features, and good design to
reap market gains)
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Amalgamation
▪

Compositional offering occurs when the firm amalgamates an extended array of its products’
performance features and functions, as well as services for existing customers whose satisfaction
increases as a result of this extension and amalgamation (e.g., one-stop for all or total business
solutions). It provides customers with amplified services, value, convenience, and even time savings,
yet does so at a cost that is significantly reduced

▪

Asset-seeking springboard provides EMNEs with technologies and resources needed for compositional
offering, while opportunity-seeking springboard extends foreign markets in which compositional
offering can be harvested. The rise of open architecture or platforms that assemble and reconfigure
various technologies and functions also stimulates compositional offering

▪

Compositional competition exists when an EMNE uses a set of combined and integrated means or
measures to compete against rivals (e.g., combining cost, price, product features, speed, and designbased customization). It seeks to exploit opportunities associated with mass markets
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Amalgamation
▪

Compositional offering and compositional competition are underpinned by amalgamation capability a firm’s distinctive ability to combine outside technologies, key components, specialized services and
key resources from open channels with its own resources, designs and production so that its new
product offering has better performance features, lower cost, and other improved attributes. A
CHINA framework helps explain it as well

▪

It involves the firm’s ability to exploit global resources creatively. It is also reinforced by EMNEs’
proficiency in bricolage—the enduring practice or experience of surviving under institutional hardship
and pressure, and creating order out of whatever resources are available at the time

▪

These firms remain creative under pressure, because they routinely act in tough conditions and create
order out of those conditions, and have learned to proceed with whatever resources are on hand. As a
pragmatic approach that reflects their strength in understanding customer needs with regard to cost
constraints, these companies mastered the art of improvisation—compositionally offering or
competing with whatever is available to them at the time
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Ambidexterity
▪

Ambidexterity is a firm’s characteristic property to simultaneously fulfill two disparate or conflicting
goals that are of significant repercussions to the firm’s long-range success. In addition to what we
already know on ambidexterity dimensions, here are more examples:

▪

Springboard garners both compensating for their competitive lacuna via capability acquisition and
capitalizing on their mass production, cost position and other advantages via foreign market
expansion. This juxtaposition enables EMNEs to balance between short-term gains (market expansion
by leveraging existing capabilities) and long-term competitiveness (capability catchup and upgrading)

▪

Many EMNEs tend to geographically diversified, though with a varying pace and scale, into both
developed and developing markets. Institutional arbitrage, therefore, harnesses both avoidance
(reducing home country institutional hardship via investing in developed countries) and exploitation
(utilizing their competence to survive under institutional asperity via investing in developing nations)

▪

A blend of imitation and innovation illustrates EMNEs’ ambidexterity as well. It is true that many
EMNEs evolve from imitation to innovation but during long time of such transformation they perform
and combine both in some creative ways (amalgamation is one example). This ambidexterity, or
composition of imitation, creation, and innovation, is used to develop a composition-based
competitive edge and to support future innovations as the firms evolve
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Adaptability
▪

Adaptability is the firm’s capability to quickly identify and garner opportunities, adapt to market and
environmental changes, and compete and survive in tough conditions, over the course of
internationalization. It applies not merely in springboard processes but extended to post-springboard
operations

▪

Offensively, they establish flexibility to create initiatives and seize fast-occurring opportunities in
domestic and global markets. Defensively, they use flexibility to safeguard against unforeseen
environmental or market externalities, such as regulatory change, political and legal uncertainty, and
market evolution

▪

Adaptability is ascribed in part to EMNEs’ strong know-how and ability to cope with uncertainty,
complexity, and unpredictability given their long experience in dealing with instability and rapid pace
of changes of their home countries

▪

Adaptability is also attributable to hastened learning, structural nimbleness, and entrepreneurial
responsiveness of EMNEs, especially privately owned. Fast learning and absorptive capability is one of
the defining features describing many successful EMNEs

But their global weaknesses are enormous
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Growth of emerging market firms –
Institutional complexity
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Institutional Complexity: An Integrated Framework
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Too many institutions in
power with conflicting
motives and interests
Decentralized regulatory
power, giving local
institutions more power
Vertical and horizontal
institutions in joint
power
Lack central-level
coordination, planning
and overhauling
Weak rule of law and
lack law independence
Frequent leadership
changes lead to frequent
institutional changes

Expected
Consequences

Formal
Institutions
1.
2.
3.
4.

Multi-directionality
Heterogeneity
Instability
Ambiguity

Informal
Institutions
1. Corruption
2. Moral degradation
3.

Declined trustworthiness

4. Societal transition

Heightened
transaction costs

Institutional
Complexity

1. Information
processing cost
2. Strategic planning
cost
3. Internal/external
coordination cost

Increased business
uncertainty
1. Institutional
uncertainty
2. Market uncertainty
3. Business eco-system
uncertainty

Organizationa
l Responses
1. Compliance
2. Compromise
2. Avoidance
4. Influence
5. Co-evolution

Institutional Complexity Perspective
Factors behind organizational responses
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Institutional
coerciveness

Ability to
influence

Long-term
orientation

External
dependence

Corporate
strategies

Specific firms will design their organizational responses by considering the above factors

